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Covington's Miranda Cole, who

represented Facebook at the Commission, provides her views in the next article. Her piece
1

reviews the Facebook case, along with other recent procedural cases brought by the EC. Miranda
Cole highlights the challenges parties face in complying with the standard articulated in the cases
particularly as it relates to parties' R&D projects. The article concludes with on-the-ground
insights on how parties might avoid procedural challenges from the EC in future deals.
Our third article comes from MoginRubin's Jodie M. Williams. The article tackles the on-going
battle between Anthem and Cigna in Delaware court over damages owed following the DOJ's
successful challenge to their merger. The Delaware case centers on the enigmatic "reasonable
best efforts" clause. The author also delves into another familiar provision from merger
agreements - "material adverse effects" clauses. The article concludes with an assessment of the
potential pitfalls parties face when using boilerplate provisions.
Our next article is by Schweta Batohi from Wilson Sonsini. The article looks at another hot
button issue in European merger control

gun jumping. The article begins with an in-depth

analysis of the record-breaking fine imposed by French Competition Authority related to the
Altice/SFR/OTL deal. The article then reviews gun jumping cases from around the world to
identify important common threads and considerations for practitioners.
Marcio C. S. Bueno and Luis C. Nagalli analyze the CADE corruption probe in our fifth article.
The authors first provide a thorough summary of the complex corruption investigation the led
prosecutors to raid CADE's offices. They then look at the structural safeguards underlying
CADE's procedures and evaluate the likelihood of damage to CADE's reputation. The authors
conclude with some considerations for practitioners and government officials engaging with
CADE while it is under investigation.
The issue concludes with an article from Axel Gutermuth (Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer). The
article introduces readers to the recently-adopted amendment to the German merger thresholds,
which added a size-of-transaction test to complement Germany's preexisting revenue-based test.
The author delves into the provisions of the amendment, identifying significant ambiguities in
the law and in legislative materials. Practitioners who have deals that impact Germany will need
to grapple with these issues when assessing reportability obligations.
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We hope you find the articles interesting and relevant to your practice. Our next issue will be out
this fall. As always, we would love to publish letters to the editor commenting on any past
articles. We would also be delighted to hear from you about any articles you would like to
contribute to future issues.
Enjoy the newsletter!
Norm and Ronan

Norman A. Armstrong, Jr.
Ronan P. Harty
Committee Co-Chairs
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Eleonora Ocello and Cristina Sjödin*
I.

Introduction

merger control is a priority for all competition law enforcement agencies.
In the U.S., under the Clayton Act, the antitrust agencies monitor
compliance with the prerequirements1 and typically initiate several compliance investigations every year,
which in a number of instances have led to penalties.2
3

prominent types of procedural infringements under the EUMR are the supply of
incorrect or misleading information to the Commission, and the implementation
of a reportable merger prior to notification and/or prior to clearance (so-called
ad to

*

1

2

3

Eleonora Ocello and Cristina Sjödin are case handlers at the Directorate General for
Competition at the European Commission and were in charge of the Facebook case. All views
expressed in this article are strictly personal and do not necessarily reflect the official position of
the European Commission
comments on an earlier draft.
15 U.S.C. § 18a (g)(1) (Section 7A(g)(1) of the Clayton Act). Under this provision, any person
aiting period requirements is liable
for a civil penalty for each day the violation continues. The maximum penalty was increased by
the FTC in June 2016 from USD 16,000 per day to USD 40,000 per day to account for inflation
(and further increased to USD 40,654 per day in 2017).
Between 2012 and 2016, nine enforcement actions have been brought on this basis. For an
overview of all such cases, see Annual Reports to Congress pursuant to the Hart-Scott-Rodino
Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, jointly submitted by the Antitrust Division of the DOJ and
the FTC, available at https://www.ftc.gov/policy/reports/policy-reports/annual-competitionreports.
Regulation 139/2004 on the control of concentrations between undertakings.
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fines of up to 1% (in the case of incorrect or misleading information), and up to
10% (in the case of gun jumping) of a company's turnover.
In the past twelve months, the Commission has launched five merger
infringement proceedings against various companies. Three of those proceedings
concern the supply of incorrect or misleading information, while the other two
relate to gun jumping. The first (and, at time of writing, the only) of these
proceedings to have been concluded is the one against Facebook regarding the
supply of incorrect or misleading information. On May 17, 2017, the Commission
adopted a decision fining Facebook a total amount of EUR 110 million (around
USD 122 million4) for providing incorrect or misleading information in its
notification form, and in response to a request for information during the
Commission's 2014 investigation of Facebook's acquisition of WhatsApp (USD
61 million per infringement). 5 In the four other cases, the Commission has issued
statements of objections but final decisions are pending.6 The two ongoing cases
concerning the alleged provision of incorrect or misleading information relate to,
respectively, Merck's acquisition of Sigma-Aldrich in 2015 and GE's acquisition
of LM Wind in 2017. As regards gun jumping,
concerns relate to Altice's conduct in connection with its acquisition of PT
Portugal in 20157 and by Canon in connection with its acquisition of Toshiba
Medical Systems Corporation in 2016.
Under the EUMR's predecessor (Regulation 4064/89), the Commission
had imposed fines in three cases of gun jumping8 and in five cases of supply of
incorrect or misleading information.9 In relation to the latter, the fines imposed
4
5
6
7
8
9

Based on the European Centr
Commission decision of May 17, 2017, Case No. M.8228 Facebook/WhatsApp (Art. 14.1
proc.).
The EUMR does not foresee a deadline for the adoption of decisions in procedural infringement
cases.
Case No. M.7993 Altice / PT Portugal (Art. 14.2 proc.).
Cases No. M.920 Samsung / AST, 1998; M.969 A. P. Moller (Art. 14 proc.), 1999; M.4994
Electrabel / Compagnie Nationale Du Rhone, 2009.
Cases No. M.1543 Sanofi / Synthelabo (Art.14 proc.), 1999; M.1608 KLM / Martinair (Art.14.1
proc.), 1999; M.1610 Deutsche Post / Trans-o-Flex (Art.14 proc.), 1999; M.2624 BP /
Erdölchemie (Art. 14 proc.), 2002; M.3255 Tetra Laval / Sidel (Art. 14.1 proc.), 2004. In 2000,
the Commission also imposed fines on a third party in Case No. M.1634 Mitsubishi Heavy
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were significantly lower than that recently levied on Facebook, with the highest
being EUR 100,000 (around USD 114,000), for two infringements committed by
the same company (EUR 50,000 each). However, under Regulation 4064/89, fines
were capped at the absolute amount of EUR 50,000 (around USD 57,000) per
infringement, and not at a percentage of the company's turnover as under the
current regime.10 Moreover, in most instances, the fine imposed by the
Commission for each individual infringement was equal or very close to the cap.
Since the EUMR came into force in 2004, the Commission has only
adopted one procedural infringement fining decision in the merger field,
specifically in relation to gun jumping.11 The decision fining Facebook is
therefore the first Commission decision sanctioning the supply of incorrect or
misleading information under the EUMR. While the total fine of EUR 110 million
imposed on Facebook is nominally much higher than previous fines imposed by
the Commission for similar infringements, in relative terms, it only represents
0.44% of Facebook's 2016 turnover.

decision fining Facebook for having supplied incorrect or misleading information.
The article is structured as follows: section II sets out the legal framework and the
rationale underlying fines for the supply of incorrect or misleading information;
section III describes the key aspects of the Facebook case that led to the

Industries (Art.11 and Art. 14 proc.) for failure to provide information within the deadline fixed
by a Commission decision.
10
The increase in the fine cap was aimed at protecting the Commission's fact-finding through
notifications and market investigations
time, see COM(2002) 711 final, paragraph 82. The fine cap for gun jumping cases under
Regulation 4064/89 was the same as under the EUMR.
11
Case No. M.7184 Marine Harvest / Morpol (Art. 14.2 proc.), 2014. Moreover, in February 2014
the Commission issued a statement of objections against Munksjö and Ahlstrom based on the
preliminary finding that they had supplied incorrect or misleading information, but the
proceedings were subsequently closed in October 2014 (Case No. M.7191 Munksjö / Ahlstrom
(Art. 14.1 proc.)).
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II.

Legal framework and rationale

Article 14(1) EUMR provides that the Commission may impose fines on
undertakings that supply, either negligently or intentionally, incorrect or
misleading information to the Commission inter alia in a merger notification
(Article 14(1)(a) EUMR) or in response to a request for information from the
Commission (Article 14(1)(b) EUMR).12 As mentioned, the maximum cap for this
type of fines is 1% of the undertaking s turnover, including the whole corporate
group to which the infringer belongs, during the year prior to the adoption of the

By providing for fines of up to 1% of corporate turnover, Article 14(1)
EUMR seeks to protect the accuracy and correctness of the information that
reaches the Commission as part of a merger investigation. Just as for any
competition law enforcement agency, having correct and non-misleading
information at its disposal is essential for the Commission to be able to review
mergers effectively, particularly under the tight deadlines of a merger
investigation.13 However, in the EU merger control regime, the need to ensure
accuracy of the information provided is particularly critical and relying on the
threat of high administrative fines is fundamental for this purpose. This is due to
certain special features of the EU merger control regime, which distinguish it
from other jurisdictions, including the U.S. merger system. These features are
described below.
12

Article 14(1) EUMR identifies the supply of incorrect or misleading information in a
notification (and other submissions) and in a reply to a request for information as two distinct
infringements that can lead to fines. It is also worth noting that Article 14(1) EUMR may apply
not only to the merging parties, but also to third parties that reply to a request for information
from the Commission in the context of a merger investigation.
13
The Commission is required to adopt a decision within 25 working days from notification of a
merger (soCommission receives a referral request from an EU Member State or where the parties offer
commitments. If at the end of phase I the Commission decides to open an in-depth investigation
(sodays of the date of opening of the phase II. That period is increased to 105 working days where
the parties offer commitments within 55 working days from the opening of the phase II.
Moreover, upon request of the parties, under certain circumstances, or by decision of the
Commission with the agreement of the parties, the deadline for a phase II can be extended by up
to 20 working days.
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First, in the EU merger control regime, the information obtained from the
parties to the concentration both in the notification form and in reply to ad hoc
requests for information
of collecting the bulk of the information needed to assess a given transaction lies
in the first instance on the notifying parties, which are required to submit a
detailed notification form (Form CO).14 The Form CO is an essential source of
information for the Commission and is the starting point for its investigation
hence the importance of it being complete, correct and accurate. 15 Accordingly,
when submitting a Form CO, notifying parties are required to sign a declaration
certifying that the information in the notification is true, correct and complete and
that they are aware of the provisions of Article 14(1)(a) EUMR. Drawing on the
content of the Form CO, the Commission typically supplements its file with other
information, views, data and documents that it collects from market participants
(including the parties to the concentration themselves). This mainly occurs via
written requests for information pursuant to Article 11(2) EUMR, which also
specify the penalties provided for in Article 14(1)(b) for supplying incorrect or
misleading information.16
Second, being able to rely on the accuracy of the information provided is
critical in facilitating the Commission's compliance with its obligation to state
reasons for its decisions.17 Any decisions that the Commission adopts in relation
to mergers need to contain an explanation substantiating the grounds for the legal
act, be it a clearance (conditional or unconditional) or a prohibition decision. The
14

Before the Form CO is formally filed, other than in the most straightforward cases, one or more
draft versions are usually shared and discussed with the Commission as part of informal prenotification talks (see DG Competition Best Practices on the conduct of EC merger proceedings,
available at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/legislation/proceedings.pdf). In complex
cases, pre-notification contacts serve, in particular, to discuss issues such as the scope of the
information to be submitted, and to prepare for the upcoming investigation by identifying key
points and possible competition concerns at an early stage.
15
This principle is reflected in recital 5 of the regulation implementing the EUMR (Regulation
802/2004): "[i]t is for the notifying parties to make a full and honest disclosure to the
Commission of the facts and circumstances which are relevant for taking a decision on the
notified concentration
16
n order properly to appraise
concentrations, the Commission should have the right to request all necessary information
17
The obligation to state reasons is enshrined in Article 296 of the Treaty on the Functioning of
Legal acts shall state the reasons on which they are based
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Commission is also required to publish its decisions (omitting confidential
information). While the length of Commission merger decisions varies depending
on the complexity of the case, all decisions (except for those regarding mergers
18

that fall under the so-

) typically feature an analysis

of the boundaries of the relevant markets and of the likely horizontal, vertical,
conglomerate and/or spill-over effects of the merger on each of those markets.
This includes a description and an assessment of the sources of evidence collected
by the Commission, and of the arguments put forward by the notifying parties and
by third parties, notably complainants. As a result, merger decisions in the most
complex cases (e.g. in phase II mergers) can span hundreds of pages. The
decisions can be challenged before the EU Courts by the addressees of those
decisions and, on certain conditions, by third parties which are directly and
individually concerned by the decision. An adequate explanation of the
for the applicants to be able to e
decisions before the EU Courts, and for those courts to assess the legality of such
decisions.19

Article 14(1) EUMR plays an important role in ensuring compliance, given the
absence of alternative tools at EU level to punish the supply of incorrect or
18

The Commission has introduced a simplified procedure for certain transactions that do not raise
competition concerns, provided that no special circumstances are present (for example, when
the case involves parties operating in new or little developed markets or gives rise to novel legal
issues of a general interest). The simplified procedure can be applied in cases involving the
creation of a joint venture with limited activities in the European Economic Area, or where the
parties' market shares are below certain thresholds, or where one party acquires sole control of a
company over which it already had joint control. Under the simplified procedure, the
Commission adopts a short-form clearance decision within 25 working days from the date of
notification. See Commission Notice of December 5, 2013 on a simplified procedure for
treatment of certain concentrations.
19
Appeals against Commission merger decisions are not a mere theoretical possibility. As of
today, there are nine appeals pending before the General Court (T-380/17, Heidelbergcement
and Schwenk Zement v Commission; T-370/17, KPN v Commission; T-19/17, Fastweb v
Commission; T-902/16, Heidelbergcement v Commission; T-907/16, Schwenk v Commission; T399/16, CK Telecoms UK Investments v Commission; T-394/15, KPN BV v Commission; T305/15, Airdata AG v European Commission; and T-307/15, 1&1 Telecom v Commission), and
one before the Court of Justice (C-265/17 P, Commission v United Parcel Service).
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misleading information in merger review proceedings. In the U.S., companies and
individuals may face not only civil penalties under the Clayton Act for failure to
comply with the pre-merger notification and waiting period requirements, but also
criminal charges for intentionally violating the prohibition against obstruction of
justice20 or perjury.21 In the past, both civil and criminal sanctions have been
applied to conduct that in the EU merger control regime would likely qualify as
the supply of incorrect or misleading information in merger proceedings under
Article 14(1) EUMR.22 By contrast, in the EU merger system, no criminal or other
additional penalties are foreseen for the supply of incorrect information in the
context of merger proceedings and, therefore, deterrence rests entirely on the
administrative fines foreseen by Article 14(1) EUMR.
nformation contained in
submissions drafted by the notifying parties, the need for reasoned decisions and
the lack of alternative sanctions are all grounds that justify not only the presence
of a provision in the EUMR that prohibits the supply of incorrect or misleading
information under penalty of potentially substantial fines, but also a rigorous
application of this provision by the Commission.23
The importance attributed to accurate information in the EU merger
control regime also explains why Article 14(1) EUMR does not only sanction the
intentional supply of incorrect or misleading information by undertakings, but
20

18 U.S.C. § 1501 et seq.
18 U.S.C. § 1621 et seq.
22
The prohibition against obstruction of justice was applied in U.S. v. Nautilus Hyosung Holdings,
Inc. The DOJ filed a criminal information alleging that a subsidiary of Nautilus had submitted
falsified documents to the DOJ and the FTC as part of its HSR filing and in response to a DOJ
request. The defendant pleaded guilty and the court approved a USD 200,000 criminal fine on
October 20, 2011. Subsequently, an executive of the company also agreed to plead guilty to
obstruction of justice charges and to serve five months in prison. Section 7A of the Clayton Act
(15 U.S.C. § 18a) was applied in U.S. v. Iconix Brand Group, Inc. In that case, the DOJ filed a
complaint alleging that Iconix Brand Group had failed to produce certain corporate documents
as part of a merger notification and had falsely affirmed that such documents did not exist.
Under the consent decree entered by the Court on October 16, 2007, Iconix agreed to pay USD
550,000 in civil penalties to settle the charges.
23
It is also worth noting that, in the EU, merger filings are not subject to fees, while in the U.S.
filing fees can currently reach USD 280,000. Therefore, the supply of incorrect or misleading
information interferes with an already burdensome and potentially long administrative
procedure that is entirely financed through the EU budget, without any direct contribution from
the notifying parties.
21
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also purely negligent behavior. In doing so, Article 14(1) EUMR mirrors the
standard of culpability applicable to fines for substantive and procedural
infringements in the field of anti-competitive agreements and abuses of dominant
positions.24 This standard also appears sensible given that, in practice, it may be
quite difficult to draw the line between intentional and negligent acts in relation to
the supply of incorrect or misleading information in a merger investigation. The
lack of (proof of) intentionality can, however, be taken into account in assessing
the gravity of the infringement and can thus translate into a lower fine.25
By the same token, fines under Article 14(1) EUMR can be imposed
irrespective of whether the incorrect or misleading information provided had an
the information had an impact, under certain conditions the Commission may, in
addition to imposing fines, revoke its clearance decision. 26
III.

The Facebook case

As mentioned, the case against Facebook is the first infringement case
brought by the Commission under the EUMR for provision of incorrect or
misleading information that has led to a fining decision. The relevance of the case
is, however, not limited to that, but also concerns the process that ended with the
adoption of that decision. The following summarizes the context within which the
24

Pursuant to the main EU regulation applicable in the antitrust area (Regulation 1/2003), the
Commission may impose fines on undertakings inter alia where, either intentionally or
negligently, they infringe Article 101 or 102 of the Treaty or they supply incorrect or misleading
information to the Commission in reply to a request for information (Articles 23(1)(a) and
23(2)(a) of Regulation 1/2003).
25
Negligent conduct is also not exempt from sanctions under the Clayton Act, with the exception
of the inadvertent failure to file, so long as the parties promptly submit corrective filings after
discovering the failure to file, submit an acceptable explanation of their failure to file, and have
not previously violated the Clayton Act. See Annual Reports to Congress pursuant to the HartScott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, cit. Moreover, the FTC has clarified some of
the factors that it takes into account in determining whether to take action against a violation of
the pre-merger notification and waiting period requirements in a policy statement available at
https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/premerger-notification-program/post-consummation-filingshsr-violations/ftc-post
26
Articles 6(3)(a) and 8(6)(a) EUMR empower the Commission to revoke clearance decisions
adopted, respectively, in phase I and phase II where the decision is based on incorrect
information for which one of the notifying companies is responsible or where it has been
obtained by deceit.
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incorrect or misleading information was provided by Facebook in 2014, describes
the key aspects of the procedural infringement investigation, and, finally, makes
some considerations regarding the setting of the fine.
The 2014 merger review proceedings
On October 3, 2014 the Commission unconditionally cleared the proposed
acquisition of WhatsApp by Facebook following a phase I investigation.
In its investigation, the Commission assessed the effects of the proposed
transaction in three relevant markets: (i) consumer communications applications

soci
communications apps, such as WA and FBM;27 and (iii) online advertising
services, where only Facebook was active.
In relation to consumer communications apps and social networking
ser
whether the network effects that characterize these markets could shield the
merged entity from competition from new and existing rivals. In this respect, the
Commission found that no such concerns would arise in view of a number of
factors that mitigated the impact of such network effects.28
The Commission also investigated whether those network effects could be
strengthened if, post-transaction, the separate user networks of FB/FBM and WA
were to be combined into one, larger network, stemming from some form of
integration between the parties' services. One possible form of integration,
presented as an example in the clearance decision, was cross-platform
27

The 2014 clearance decision did not conclude as to the exact boundaries of the market for social
networking services, in particular as to whether consumer communications apps such as FBM
and WA fall within the scope of such potential market. See Commission decision in Case No.
M.7217 Facebook / WhatsApp, paragraph 62.
28
See Commission decision in Case No. M.7217 Facebook / WhatsApp, paragraphs 131-134.
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communication, but the scope of the Commission's investigation was not limited
to this example.29 The Commission also found that no competition concerns
would arise in this respect, for two reasons.
First, concerns could be ruled out because of technical difficulties in
performing the required integration between FB/FBM and WA. Both before and
after the formal notification of the merger, the Commission investigated the
possibility of Facebook matching FB and WA user profiles, as well as to perform
different forms of integration between the FB/FBM and WA platforms (which
would also require user matching as a pre-condition). More precisely, the
Commission questioned Facebook on these topics during the pre-notification
phase30

in

the Form CO that it filed. Subsequently, during the phase I investigation, the
Commission sent Facebook a request for information asking it to comment on a
paper submitted by a third-party complainant, which discussed the technical
feasibility of different forms of integration, including user matching possibilities.
Both in the Form CO and in reply to the request for information, Facebook stated
that no integration was technically possible, because, among other reasons,
automated matching between FB and WA users would not be feasible.31
Second, the Commission considered that, even assuming that some form
of integration and automated user matching would be technically possible,
concerns would not arise from the strengthening of network effects, because any
impact would be limited. Indeed, the estimated overlap between FB/FBM and
WA user bases indicated that the net gains in terms of new members to the

29
30

31

See Commission decision in Case No. M.7217 Facebook / WhatsApp, paragraphs 137 and 159.
In particular, the Commission asked Facebook whether [p]ost-acquisition, [Facebook was]
planning to link/match in any way customers' profiles on WhatsApp with these customers'
profiles on Facebook (e.g. by linking customers' mobile numbers from WhatsApp to these
customers' Facebook accounts) .
(see Commission decision in Case No. M.7217 Facebook / WhatsApp, paragraphs 138-139 and
160-161).
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users to the FB/FBM user base would suggest because of the existing overlaps
between the two user bases.32
In relation to online advertising services, the Commission examined
possible competition concerns in the event that Facebook started collecting and
using WA user data for advertising purposes.33 The Commission noted that
collecting WA user data would require Facebook, among other things, to match
each user's WA profile with her/his FB profile, something that, according to
tomated basis.34
Eventually, the Commission found that, even if Facebook would start collecting
and using data from WA users, the transaction would not harm competition in
online advertising, as a large amount of user data that is valuable for advertising
purposes would continue to exist outside Facebook's exclusive control. 35
The 2017 procedural infringement case

policy, Facebook first contacted the Commission in June 2016. In a submission
describing the planned update, eventually released on 25 August 2016, Facebook
explained that the update aimed, among other things, at enabling FB to gain
access to, and use, certain data of WA users. Facebook intended to use that WA
user data to introd

product improvements

advertising), which would rely on automated user matching between FB and WA.

several requests for information, including requests for internal documents. In
the form of user
matching between [FB] and [WA]
32

See Commission decision in Case No. M.7217 Facebook / WhatsApp, paragraphs 140 and 162.
The other scenario examined by the Commission with respect to online advertising related to the
possibility that Facebook would introduce advertising on WA. The Commission excluded
concerns due to the fact that, besides Facebook, a number of alternative providers would
continue to offer targeted advertising post-merger. See Commission decision in Case No.
M.7217 Facebook / WhatsApp, paragraphs 177-179.
34
See Commission decision in Case No. M.7217 Facebook / WhatsApp, paragraph 185 and
footnote 105.
35
See Commission decision in Case No. M.7217 Facebook / WhatsApp, paragraphs 187-189.
33
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already been available and known to either Facebook or WhatsApp at the time of
the Commission's review of the acquisition of WhatsApp by Facebook in 2014.

provided by Facebook during the 2014 merger review proceedings was incorrect
or misleading. Indeed, contrary to what Facebook stated in the Form CO and in its
reply to a request for information, it became apparent that, at the time of the
merger review proceedings, automated matching between user profiles of
different apps belonging to Facebook was already technically possible for the
major mobile operating systems.
Second, the Commission found that Facebook was, or should have been,
aware that automated matching between a user's FB and WA accounts was or
would become possible. Indeed, evidence in the Commissio
at the time of submitting the Form CO and the reply to the request for
information, Facebook personnel had identified a technical solution (as well as the
necessary mechanisms to technically implement such solution) to automatically
match the users of FB and Instagram (another app owned by Facebook) for user
de-duplication purposes.36 Moreover, at the time, Facebook personnel had also
been aware that that technical solution (and its implementing mechanisms) were
potentially applicable to any Facebook app, including, following consummation
than user de-duplication, such as advertising (as Facebook was planning to do in
June 2016 in connection with the update o
policy).
Based on these findings, the Commission sent Facebook a statement of
objections on December 20, 2016, setting out its preliminary conclusions that
Facebook had violated Article 14(1) EUMR by intentionally or at least
negligently supplying incorrect or misleading information in the final Form CO
and in its reply to a request for information.
36

I.e., to avoid counting a customer who has accounts twice, for example, on both FB and
Instagram.
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Following the adoption of the statement of objections, Facebook, on its
own initiative, approached the Commission with a view to cooperating towards an
Commission to conduct the investigation more efficiently and such cooperation
was then reflected in a reduction of the ultimate fine amount.
More precis
objections acknowledging the essence of the facts set out in that statement. In its
related to the possibility of user matching in general not merely user matching
required for the purposes of enabling cross-platform integration or messaging
the narrow construction Facebook adopted in the interpretation of the
Commission's questions did not adequately respond to those questions. Moreover,
Facebook acknowledged the legal qualification of the facts set out in the
statement of objections, namely that the information it had provided to the
Commission was incorrect or misleading and that its conduct had been negligent
within the meaning of Article 14(1) EUMR. In addition, in its response, Facebook
waived certain procedural rights afforded to addressees of statement of objections
by the EUMR.37 Finally, Facebook clarified that its acknowledgments and
waivers were contingent upon the fine not exceeding a certain amount and the
negligent or at least negligent; and that (ii) the incorrect or misleading information
Facebook provided did not have any impact on the
assessment.
The Commission considered that the two latter conditions attached to
Accordingly, in its fining decision, it concluded that Facebook had at least

37

According to Article 18 EUMR and the regulation implementing the EUMR, addressees of a
statement of objections have the right (in addition to submitting written observations on the
ile and to orally present their arguments
to the Commission in a hearing.
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negligently38 provided incorrect or misleading information both in the Form CO
and in its reply to an Article 11(2) EUMR request for information (thus
committing two infringements).
The Commission also noted that, albeit relevant, the incorrect or
misleading information did not have any impact on the outcome of the 2014
clearance decision. Indeed, as explained above, in the 2014 decision, the
markets concerned. It had found that, even if automated user matching (or
integration, which presupposes such user matching) would be possible, the
transaction would still not raise competition concerns. As a result, the
Commission did not consider it necessary to revoke the 2014 clearance decision,
despite the incorrect or misleading information provided by Facebook.
Fine setting
As mentioned above, with respect to the provision of incorrect or
misleading information, the EUMR provides for a fine cap, per infringement, of
1% of a company's turnove
be imposed on Facebook was EUR 249.7 million (USD 276.38 million) per
infringement.
Within the 1% cap, the Commission enjoys a degree of discretion and sets
fines on a case-by-case basis following an overall assessment of all relevant
factors, having regard to the nature, gravity and duration of the infringement, as
required by Article 14(3) EUMR. Moreover, the Commission takes into account
any relevant aggravating and mitigating circumstances.
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On balance, the evidence in the Commission's file supported a finding of "at least negligence",
rather than a positive finding of intent. As a matter of fact, while the Commission found
evidence that Facebook's personnel was aware at the time of the merger review of the existence
of technological solutions to allow automated user matching, at the same time, the case file did
not include any evidence allowing the Commission to conclude that Facebook deliberately
provided the Commission with incorrect or misleading information.
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In performing this fine-setting exercise, the Commission is not guided by
39

Moreover, until the Facebook

decision, the Commission had no precedent under the EUMR to look at as regards
fines for the supply of incorrect or misleading information. Nonetheless, the
to administrative fines, notably the principles of non-discrimination and
proportionality, and by the need to ensure a sufficient deterrent effect.
In determining the level of the fines to be imposed on Facebook, the
Commission considered that the two infringements at hand were serious by nature
(for the reasons explained in section II of this article). Consistent with its practice
under the predecessor of the EUMR, the Commission further considered that the
supply of incorrect or misleading information is by definition an instantaneous
infringement, which is committed at the very moment that the information is
submitted to the Commission. In evaluating the degree of gravity of the
least negligent and that it did not have any impact on the outcome of the 2014
clearance decision. Finally, as noted above, in setting the amount of the fine, the
infringement proceedings.
As a result of this overall assessment, the Commission imposed on
Facebook two fines of EUR 55 million each (USD 61 million), each equal to
0.22% of Facebook's 2016 turnover.
IV.

Conclusion

The two fines of EUR 55 million imposed by the Commission on
Facebook are the result of an overall assessment that also took account of the need
to ensure sufficient deterrence given the importance of correct and accurate
39

The Commission has not adopted specific guidelines for the setting of fines for procedural
infringements in merger cases. By contrast, in the antitrust field, specific fining guidelines are in
place for infringements of Articles 101 (anti-competitive agreements) and 102 (abuse of
dominant position) of the Treaty (Guidelines on the method of setting fines imposed pursuant to
Article 23(2)(a) of Regulation 1/2003).
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fines to ensure deterrence is more compelling in the EU than in the U.S., as no
criminal charges can be brought against infringers in the EU. While the fines
imposed on Facebook are nominally significant, they remain proportionate. This
is particularly the case when taking into account the maximum potential fines in
this case (USD 276.38 million per infringement) and the fact that, in past cases,
the Commission has always imposed fines equal or close to the legal cap for the
supply of incorrect and misleading information.
In terms of principles, the cooperation process followed by the
Commission in the Facebook case is not entirely novel when it comes to merger
procedural infringements. Despite the different procedural setting, it shares
certain traits with the process followed in the U.S. both in the Nautilus case (plea
bargain in relation to obstruction of justice charges) and in the Iconix case
(consent decree concerning the violation of Section 7A of the Clayton Act). 40 In
the EU context, the cooperation process in the Facebook case was partly similar
to the process followed by the Commission in the recent ARA case, even though
that case related to a substantive antitrust infringement.41 In the ARA and
Facebook cases, the cooperation process did not involve any formal settlement, as
this possibility is not currently foreseen under the EU competition rules.42 Yet, in
both cases, the infringer acknowledged the breach of the applicable rules, and
made its acknowledgement subject to the fine not exceeding a certain amount and
a number of other conditions. Ultimately, the cooperation process allowed for a
timely resolution to the cases and administrative efficiencies, in return for a
reduction of the fines.
40

See footnote 22 above.
In that case, the Commission fined ARA (Altstoff Recycling Austria) EUR 6 million for a
substantive antitrust infringement (abuse of dominant position on the Austrian market for the
management of household packaging waste by preventing the entry of competitors); see
Commission decision of September 20, 2016, Case No. AT.39759 ARA Foreclosure. On this
case, see Céline Gauer, Johannes Lübking, Cooperation with the European Commission in
antitrust cases: A new way paved by the ARA case, February 2017, Concurrences Review N° 12017, Art. N° 83454, pp. 81-87.
42
With the exception of cartel cases, for which a settlement procedure is in place. Under that
procedure, the parties admit to
reduction in the fine.
41
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Miranda Cole*
Recent actions and statements by DG COMP officials have made clear
that the European Commission is sharpening its focus on ensuring that companies
responding to investigative requests meet their obligation to provide complete and
accurate information. On 18 May, the European Commission fined Facebook for
providing incorrect or misleading information during its 2014 review of
product of intentional behavior.1 This article considers the potential implications
of the Euro
obligations, and strategies for companies to consider adopting to ensure that they
meet their obligations while not inadvertently creating procedural concerns.
In a recent interview, Commissioner Vest
2

In announcing the Facebook

decision, she made clear that she intended to send a message to the broader
that they must comply with all aspects of EU merger rules, including the
3

The Commissioner has underscored this message by pursuing multiple
procedural cases in parallel beyond the Facebook decision. On July 6, the
Commission announced that it has reached preliminary conclusions that Merck
KGaA and Sigma-Aldrich provided incorrect or misleading information in the
*

She
ussed in the

article.
Case COMP/M.8228.
2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/eu-antitrust-chief-says-companies-may-have-misled-regulator-formerger-clearance-1490375108.
3
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1369_en.htm.
1
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context of Merck

-Aldrich and that General Electric

provided incorrect or misleading information in connection with its planned
acquisition of LM Wind. In announcing these cases, the Commissioner said
ast and predictable merger

4

The Trio of Procedural Cases relate to Development Projects
The publication of the non-confidential version of the Facebook decision
makes it clear that the Commission was concerned about adequate disclosure of
information relating to development work - specifically work being undertaken by
nstagram and Facebook users for deduplication
purposes (i.e.

-

counts of the total number of users of Facebooks apps and services). 5
While there is little in the public domain about the Merck/Sigma-Aldrich
conclusions make it clear that these cases also relate to the adequacy of
disclosures about development programs:
Merck and Sigma-

ave provided the

Commission with information about an innovation project with
relevance for certain laboratory chemicals at issue in the
have had to be included in the remedy package, because the
innovation at issue was closely linked to the divested business and
had the potential to substantially increase its sales.
GE is alleged to not have disclosed information about certain R&D
activities (and the development of a specific product) that had
4
5

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-17-1924_en.htm.
See para. 71 of the Decision in Case COMP M.8228.
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(and the competitive landscape) in offshore and onshore wind
acquisition of Gamesa.
As a result, even on the basis of the limited information in the public
domain about the Merck/Sigma-Aldrich and GE cases, it is clear that all three
cases relate to disclosure of information about ongoing R&D work. They bring
into sharp focus the practicalities with which companies and their advisors have
long grappled to ensure that they are aware of all ongoing R&D that the
Commission might deem relevant to its assessment of a concentration,
particularly in companies driven by innovation and development that have broad,
decentralized, and fast-moving R&D programs.
The Disclosure Obligation

Commission the power to fine undertakings up to 1% of aggregate turnover where
they intentionally or negligently:6
supply incorrect or misleading information in a Form CO; or
supply incorrect or misleading information in response to a

As a result, a notifying party that provides incorrect or misleading
information, either in its Form CO or in response to the RFIs that follow, is at risk
cases make clear, omissions also carry the same risk. Importantly, the
Commission has taken the position that providing (or failing to provide) the same
information in both a Form CO and in response to subsequent RFIs can amount to
two infringements (and fines). In its Facebook decision, the Commission asserts

6

-
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7

misleading information was p

notifying parties to make a full and honest disclosure to the Commission of the
facts and circumstances which are relevant for taking a decision on the notified
8

The standard is whether the information was relevant to the
material to that assessment (or to

the final outcome of the investigation). Again, the Facebook decision makes this

acquisition of WhatsApp.9
Finally, Article 14(1) of the EUMR applies regardless of whether the
conduct at issue was intentional or merely negligent, but where intent can be
relevant is to the amount of the fine imposed. As Article 14(3) of the EUMR
duration of the in
not find any intent to provide incorrect or misleading information, the two fines
were set at approximately 0.2% of 2016 revenue. Any fine ultimately imposed on
GE and Merck/Sigma-Aldrich may provide further guidance as to the impact of
is a factor in one or both of those cases.
Meeting the Obligation to Provide all Relevant Information
While the obligation to provide "all relevant information" is far from new,
this trio of cases brings the challenges of doing so firmly back into focus,
particularly in connection with R&D. These cases raise a number of issues about
the treatment of R&D programs in merger investigations, including, for example,
the challenge of determining whether a development programme that is uncertain
7

At footnote 71.
At Recital 5.
9
At paragraph 100.
8
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in scope might ultimately lead to a product or service (or input) that the
Commission might consider to have been relevant to the investigation.
The Facebook case is one illustration of this issue. The investigation of
the WhatsApp acquisition considered, in part, whether Facebook might combine
or integrate WhatsApp with its other services to enable cross-platform messaging
was not engineered for cross-platform messaging or integration, and it is still not
clear that it would be sufficient to support such functionality. In other words, the
purpose, deduping, but was considered relevant to the investigation because the
cross-platform messaging or integration) was the subject of some of the
programme, it can be difficult, if not impossible, to anticipate exactly the contexts
in which the technology might ultimately be useful.
It is not only the technology sector where development programmes can
have unanticipated implications. For example, borrowing from a fact pattern in a
matter currently pending before the European Court of Justice, if a transaction
relates to ophthalmic treatments, would a development program for the treatment
used off-label to treat ophthalmic conditions?

parties should disclose all current R&D programs that could even conceivably be

markets at the time of the
Commission RFIs. This standard presents clear challenges, particularly for
companies with multiple distinct businesses all carrying on R&D.
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Practical Steps to Meet the Obligation to Provide "All Relevant Information"
While it is clear that certain practices that have long been a feature of EU
merger reviews remain important, including early and frequent pre-notification
engagement with the case team, the trio of procedural cases suggest that some
additional preparatory work may be appropriate.
R&D Review
In addition to reviewing the R&D plans (and forecasts) relating to the
businesses in issue, counsel may also want to review any such plans and forecasts
relating to other businesses that will be under common control after the
concentration. This review will likely require an in-depth consideration of the
potential results of the development programs and the range of contexts in which
they could be deployed. This includes discussing with the various development
teams what the development targets are likely to be able to do, and what might be
done with them (apart from their intended use) in their final form. This appears to
be particularly important for projects developing technology that could become an

Importantly, this review needs to be iterative. As each new theory of harm
is raised, the potential relevance of R&D programs needs to be considered anew.
Team
The team supporting the transaction (likely a mix of people with product
development, R&D, engineering, finance, sales/marketing, and legal roles) should
include people who have a broad overview of development projects, who
understand how those projects could be deployed beyond current plans into other
uses, and who understand the legal processes and obligations. The challenge is to
ensure that the group has a deep enough understanding of the details of the
projects (to appreciate their scope and limitations), but is also able to understand
markets that could potentially be relevant to the concentration (something which
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This may require facilitating pre-notification discussions and information
exchange within the group to ensure that they are ready to deal with new
scenarios and hypotheticals when they are under the time pressure of the EUMR
of which will ask multiple questions which require detailed response to be
prepared in a matter of days. This team needs to be kept up to date (during both
the pre-notification phase and after notification) regarding discussions with the
case team, since they may identify technological or technical issues that are
necessarily raised by statements made before they are articulated as concerns. At
the very least, this should facilitate rapid and complete responses.
Engagement with the Case Team

importance of early and frequent discussions with case team about the theories of
harm that it is investigating. They are a reminder that, particularly where those
theories rest on technical or technological assumptions, it is important to engage
with the case team in as much detail as possible to ensure that you clearly
understand the case team's assumptions and the case team clearly understands
your assumptions.
This requires effort. In the early stages of pre-notification discussions, the
case team is likely still trying to understand the facts and issues, including what
can and cannot be done with the technology and whether certain conduct has the
potential to significantly impede effective competition. Even where the case team
conducts informal market testing or engages with active complainants before the
deal has been notified, it ordinarily takes some time for the competition concerns
to crystallize. This makes it all the more important to stay in touch with any

There is, of course, also the potential for complainants to tactically delay
spelling out their objections until the latest possible moment in the phase I review
period in an effort to create sufficient uncertainty to push the investigation into a
26

phase II review so that the Commission has time to evaluate the 11th hour
complaints. While third parties still appear to use this approach at times, the case
law on third party standing to appeal a Commission merger decision since the
EMI judgment (which requires third parties to have engaged meaningfully in the
approval of a merger)10 makes this tactic more risky and encourages such third
parties to engage with the case team earlier in the process. This trend is beneficial
to the merging parties, who are more likely to have some opportunity to
understand and to respond to any theory of harm that is under consideration.
Ensuring the Completeness of Submissions
Commission merger investigations often entail the case team sending the
parties multiple RFIs before they have submitted their merger notification so that
the case team can better understand issues the parties are addressing in their Form
CO and any concerns being raised by third-party complainants. The Commission
decision in Facebook
investigatory process, namely incorporating pre-notification RFI responses into
the Form CO and ensuring the accuracy and completeness of RFI responses.
Consider first incorporating pre-notification RFIs into the Form CO. A
constructive and useful pre-notification discussion with a case team will usually
lead to the case team posing increasingly focused questions on key issues raised
by the potential theories of harm under consideration by the case team. While
some of those issues will continue to be a focus of into the post-notification
investigation, others may not. Further, the context in which questions are asked is
not always clear given the preliminary sta
these circumstances, incorporating all pre-filing RFI responses into the Form CO
carries some risks. The Form CO has a particular structure, that essentially
requires the parties to provide information regarding individual relevant markets
that are affected by the concentration.
10

Case C-413/06 P.
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To ensure that, in adapting RFI responses to the context of the Form CO,
material is not assumed to only apply to one or another category, it may well be
prudent to annex all pre-notification materials, in addition to incorporating the
substance of the responses into the body of the Form.
In relation to postactions highlight the importance of ensuring that the scope of both the question
and the answer is clear. For example, the Commission might ask a party to
provide information relevant to a particular type of potential conduct after the
In responding to such a question, a party should consider whether the information
could be relevant to other types of conduct and should state expressly the types of
conduct for which it has sought to identify relevant information.
In addition to maintaining the dialogue with the case team (particularly in
the crucial later stages of a phase 1 review), there are three strategies for notifying
parties seeking to avoid a potential misunderstanding:
when there is any potential for ambiguity or misunderstanding,
confirm the scope of the question with the case team (in writing);
question ; and
be equally explicit that the response does not go beyond the stated
scope and include any limitations on the scope of the response as
well as any limitations on the scope of the efforts undertaken to
identify relevant information.
While this approach may prompt follow-up questions from the case team,
and potentially impact the timeline, it can help avoid the type of misunderstanding
that can create exposure to an Article 14(1) EUMR fine.
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Conclusion
The trio of procedural cases do not rest on new law, although they are the
first such cases where the penalty could be up to 1% of turnover (as opposed to
the older procedural cases that were decided when the penalty was capped at
equally important as a result of their focus on R&D disclosures. In that respect,
they can also be seen as reflecting the Eur
reviewing the innovation effects of concentrations.
At a practical level, the cases re-emphasize the importance of engaging
robustly with case teams in pre-notification discussions to ensure that potential
theories of harm are clear and well understood by all, of ensuring that the deal

understanding of the scope of any questions from the Commission and of
submitted responses. It may be that this further lengthens what can already be
significant pre-notification discussions in cases involving either or both new
markets and complex theories of harm. While it has long been the case that such
pre-notification discussions can reduce the risk of unanticipated theories of harm
being raised at the eleventh hour, the risk of a procedural violation resulting from
submissions that do not anticipate such developments heightens the importance of
the pre-notification process. While the benefits of taking time in pre-notification such that filing deadlines and even drop dead dates may need to be reconsidered can be an unpopular message to deliver to parties keen to close, this trio of cases
provides a stark reminder of the benefits of doing so.
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Jodie M. Williams*
The first half of 2017 and the administration change saw uncertainty
concerning the direction of merger enforcement. But the antitrust agencies
remained on the job, first successfully blocking the highly publicized Anthem,
Inc.-Cigna Corp. tie-up and, more recently, signaling their intent to block the
proposed Walgreens Boot Alliance-Rite Aid Corporation merger. (That deal was
subsequently abandoned, with Walgreens later announcing a new deal with Rite
Aid for fewer stores.)
One of the highly publicized terms of the Anthem-Cigna deal was the
mega-sized $1.85 billion breakup fee. When Cigna won court approval to walk
away from the merger in May of this year, Anthem found itself on the hook for a
hefty bill.1
to Cigna. According to Anthem,
Cigna should be liable for the break-up fee, and other damages, because Cigna
tried to crater the deal from the outset.
The Anthem-Cigna ordeal underscores how certain provisions in merger
agreements can result in unanticipated litigation following antitrust review.2
Compounding such potential litigation issues is the circumstance that what

*

Jodie M. Williams is Counsel at MoginRubin LLP. Many thanks to MoginRubin partners
Daniel J. Mogin and Jonathan Rubin for their insight and guidance in writing this article.
1
Anthem could be responsible for the entire break-up fee plus another $13 billion in damages
according to court records.
2

Another example of unanticipated post-merger litigation can be taken from Tri-Union Seafoods
of Bumble Bee
Foods LLC. Antitrust review of that deal led to a grand jury investigation by the Department of
Justice into alleged price-fixing among tuna suppliers. That investigation sparked follow-on
class actions, currently pending in the Southern District of California. See In re Packaged
Seafood Antitrust Litigation, No. 3:15-md-02670-JLS-MDD (S.D. Cal. 2016).
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merger agreements
raise similar issues. For example, the highly publicized Yahoo! Inc. data
Verizon Communications, Inc., raised significant MAC issues.
In light of these developments, an overview of these contractual
provisions, seldom discussed in an antitrust context but prevalent in merger
agreements, is warranted. In this article, we discuss the reasonable best efforts
provision and examine how that clause is playing out in the Anthem-Cigna failed
merger attempt. We also discuss the MAC clause and how it almost caused
Verizon to terminate its bid for Yahoo (spoiler alert: the deal closed in June
2017).
Reasonable Best Efforts
What is it?
rovisions, in broad terms, require the

agreement.3 In other words, they require the parties to act in good faith to close a
deal. Failure to comply with the RBE can be a breach of the merger agreement
that allows a party to walk away from the deal without incurring liability. 4 While
5

3

See Williams Cos. v. Energy Transfer Equity, L.P., No. 12168-VCG, 2016 Del. CH. LEXIS 92,
*55 (Del. Ch. June 24, 2016) (citing Hexion Specialty Chemicals, Inc. v. Huntsman Corp., 965
A.2d 715 (Del. Ch. 2008) (“ Hexion” )) (denying the Williams Companies, Inc.’ s request to
enjoin Energy Transfer Equity, L.P. from terminating their merger, upon a finding that the
latter had used reasonable best efforts to secure a tax opinion at issue from advisor Latham &
Watkins LLP).

4

See Hexion, 965 A.2d at 755-56, 763 (finding, inter alia, that defendant Hexion Specialty
Chemicals, Inc. had not undertaken best efforts to close the proposed merger and therefore was
liable to Huntsman for damages under the contract, and that Huntsman incurred no liability for
Williams Cos., 2016 Del. CH. LEXIS 92, at *55.

5

Hexion, 965 A.2d at 755-

y attempt to confer
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Although a seemingly intuitive provision, how far a party must go to
comply with an RBE has not been conclusively defined.6 The courts have not
provided much clarity, explaining that an RBE can be breached by doing
7

And how an RBE can be interpreted varies

from state to state. For instance, in Delaware, reasonable best efforts provisions
are enforceable as a blackletter rule.8 In New York, the law is unclear as to how
9

construed in the context of the circumstances of a particular case; a fact-intensive
inquiry in which the provision must be reconciled with other clauses in the
contract.10
Could Agreeing to a Best Efforts Provision Result in Post-Merger
Litigation?
Because
subject to interpretation based on the language of the merger agreement and the
into the courtroom following a failed merger attempt.

failure to use reasonable best efforts to consummate the merger and shows a lack of good
6

See Williams Cos., 2016 Del. Ch. LEXIS 92, at
term not defined in the Merger Agreement. The term is not addressed with particular coherence
see also Sonja Carlson, What are ‘ Commercially Reasonable Efforts’ in M&A
Transactions?, Sheppard Mullen Corporate & Securities Law Blog (October 31, 2016),
http://www.corporatesecuritieslawblog.com/2016/10/what-are-commercially-reasonable-effortsin-ma-

7

See Carlson Note (quoting WP CMI Representative v. Roche Diagnostics Operations, No.
11877-VCL (Del. Ch. 2016)).

8
9

Id.
Timberline Dev., LLC v. Kronman, 263 A.D. 2d 175, 178 (N.Y. App. Div. 2000); see also Carlson
Note, supra, note 7.

10

See California Pines Property Owners Ass’ n. v. Pedotti, 206 Cal. App. 4th 384, 392-93 (2012).
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the merger agreement in July 2015.11 Nearly one year later, after extensive
antitrust review, the Department of Justice sued to block the deal and the case
went to trial in January 2017.12 In February, the court enjoined the proposed deal.
Cigna then gave notice to Anthem that it was terminating the merger.13
In many cases, that would be the end of this long and difficult road. But
terminated deals do not always fade away easily, and Anthem was not going to
fork over $1.85 billion without a fight; it asked a federal court to enjoin Cigna
from walking away.14

15

Or so we

thought.
When Cigna sought court approval to walk away, it also tried to recover
the $1.85 billion break-up fee (as well as an additional $13 billion in damages).16
Anthem argued, however, that Cigna breached the merger agreement and the best
efforts clause in particular.17 According to Anthem, Cigna and its CEO David

11

12

13

14
15

Cigna Corporation Form 10-Q for Quarterly Period Ended March 31, 2017, Note 3, at 10,
https://www.cigna.com/assets/docs/about-cigna/Investor%20Relations/cigna-first-quarter-2017form-10-q.pdf.
Id. See also
Justice Department and State Attorneys General Sue to Block
Anthem’ s Acquisition of Cigna, Aetna’ s Acquisition of Humana, (Jul. 21, 2016),
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-and-state-attorneys-general-sue-blockanthem-s-acquisition-cigna-aetna-s.
Cigna Corporation Form 10-Q for Quarterly Period Ended March 31, 2017, at Note 3, at 10.
Id.
Id.

16

Bloomberg, Anthem and Cigna trade accusations after merger collapse (Feb. 20, 2017),
http://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/us/news/breaking-news/anthem-and-cigna-tradeaccusations-after-merger-collapse-60544.aspx. The implications of a such a hefty break-up fee
are left for another day.

17

Verified Compl. at 68-72, Anthem, Inc. v. Cigna Corporation, No. 2017-0114-JTL (Feb. 17,
see also Allison Bell, Anthem Accuses Cigna of Sabotaging Deal,
ThinkAdvisor (May 12, 2017), http://www.thinkadvisor.com/2017/05/12/anthem-accuses-cignaof-sabotaging-deal?slreturn=1500497754).
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18

allegations of failures to use reasonable best efforts include:

merger review;
Refusing to provide Anthem with essential information to assess
divestiture proposals;
Refusing to sign non-disclosure agreements to share information
and facilitate a possible settlement with the DOJ;
Failing to assist efforts to integrate the companies;
Manufacturing a false record of breaches by Anthem to undermine
the efficiency defense at trial;
Failing to assist in defending against the subsequent lawsuit
brought by the DOJ;
Refusing to mediate with the DOJ;
Failing to pursue an appeal of the order enjoining the proposed
merger; and
Terminating the merger agreement following the injunction.19
It is important to note the types of behaviors Anthem claims. Failing to
assist efforts to integrat
to obtaining antitrust clearance, also known as gun-jumping. Alleging that Cigna
went to such great lengths as to falsify a record suggests that Cigna never believed
the deal would survive antitrust review, and that Anthem in reality was trying to
acquire its top competitor and subsequently raise prices. These types of
allegations could spark follow-on private actions, as was the case with the
18

Complaint at 4-10, 68-72; see also Bell, supra, note 18.

19

Complaint at 4-10, 68-72.
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Seafood class actions noted above, and serve to increase the costs of litigation

MAC Clauses
What are they?
MAC provisions, also known as Material Adverse Effect, or MAE
clauses,20 allow the parties to terminate a deal in the event of a material adverse
change.21 In essence, a MAC is a closing condition that defines the circumstances
that entitle a party, most frequently the bidder, to abandon a transaction without
incurring liability.22 The goal is to protect the parties from unforeseen or
unknown risks when entering into merger agreements.23

hotly contested if litigated.24 The bu
extraordinarily high. Indeed, Delaware courts have never found a material
adverse change to have occurred in the context of a merger agreement. 25 Despite
this, a recent study suggests that 92% of merger agreements in 2016 contained
these provisions.26 Boilerplate, after all, is the distillate of experience.
20

Nixon Peabody, MAC Clauses and Indemnification Provisions in M&A Deals: Negotiation and
Drafting Best Practices, at 9 (Mar. 1, 2017), https://www.nixonpeabody.com//media/Files/PDF-Others/mac-clauses-and-indemnification-provisions-in-m-and-adeals.ashx?la=en).

21

Robert T. Miller, The Economics of Deal Risk: Allocating Risk Through MAC Clauses in
Business Combination Agreements, 50 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 2007 (2009).

22

Nixon Peabody, supra, note 21, at 9.

23

See Liberty Media Corp v. Vivendi Universal, S.A., 874 F. Supp. 2d 169, 176 (S.D.N.Y. 2012);
Capitol Justice LLC v. Wachovia Bank, N.A.
often include MAC clauses to protect against

24

Andrew T. Schwartz, A "Standard Clause Analysis" of the Frustration Doctrine and the
Material Adverse Change Clause, 57 UCLA L. Rev. 789 (2010).

25

Hexion, 965 A.2d at 740; see also Luxco, Inc. v. Jim Beam Brands, Co., No. 14 C 0349, 2016
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 73085, *20 (N.D. Ill. June 6, 2016) (quoting Hexion).

26

Richard F. Langan, Jr., David A. Martland, John C. Partigan, Philip B. Taub, 15th Annual MAC
Survey, Nixon Peabody (Dec. 8, 2016),
https://www.nixonpeabody.com/en/ideas/articles/2016/12/8/15th-annual-mac-survey.
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Could a MAC Result in Post-Merger Litigation?
Again the answer is yes, and for the same reasons as RBE clauses

what

constitutes a MAC varies widely and is subject to much interpretation.
Although it did not result in litigation related to the MAC clause,
in operation. Verizon and Yahoo executed the Stock Purchase Agreement in July
2016,27 defining a MAC as:
Any circumstance, event, development, effect, change or occurrence that,
effect on the business, assets, properties, results of operation or financial
condition of the business, taken as a whole.28
Although they may not have known it at the time, this MAC provision
would play a pivotal role in determining whether, and for just how much, the deal
would close.
Just two months after signing the deal, Yahoo disclosed that it had been
subject to a security breach that exposed nearly 500 million consumer accounts. 29
Three months later, Yahoo suffered another blow: more than 1 billion user
accounts had been compromised in a data breach in August 2013, the largest data
breach in history.30 Although these data breaches occurred years earlier, they
27

Vipal Monga and Thomas Grita, ‘ Material Adverse Change’ Clause is Rarely Triggered, Wall
Street Journal (Oct. 14, 2016), https://www.wsj.com/articles/material-adverse-change-clause-israrely-triggered-1476402532).

28

Stock Purchase Agreement by and among Yahoo! Inc. and Verizon Communications Inc., at 70
(July 23, 2016),
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1011006/000119312516656036/d178500dex21.htm#e
x2_1toc178500_76); see also Steven Davidoff Solomon, How Yahoo’ s Data Breach Could
Affect Its Deal with Verizon, DealB%k (Sept. 23, 2016),
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/24/business/dealbook/how-yahoos-data-breach-could-affectits-deal-with-verizon.html).
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Id.; see also Anjali Athavaley and David Shepardson, Verizon, Yahoo agree to lowered $4.48
billion deal following cyber attack, Reuters (Feb. 21, 2017), http://www.reuters.com/article/usyahoo-m-a-verizon-idUSKBN1601EK).
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were not discovered until 2016, after the Stock Purchase Agreement had been
signed.31 Then there were rumblings of a third data breach, and Yahoo became
the subject of a Securities and Exchange Commission investigation for failing to
disclose the data breaches sooner.32

clause.33 Media outlets speculated that these data breaches just might be damning
enough to constitute material adverse changes which would permit Verizon to
back out of the deal.34
Verizon elected to use its leverage under the MAC clause to force
renegotiations with Yahoo rather than pursue litigation. After several months and
an extensive review, Verizon negotiated for a reduction of the purchase price in
lieu of litigation. Ostensibly, Verizon decided to proceed with the deal, at least in
ued to believe that the deal made strategic sense and that
35

The result was a significant hit to Yahoo: the

purchase price decreased by $350 million to $4.48 billion.36 As noted above, the
deal closed in June of this year. Although Yahoo escaped litigation by Verizon,
the price reduction, Securities and Exchange Commission investigation, and the
31

Monga and Grita, supra, note 28.

32

Tom Hardwick, Yahoo Warns Users of Third Data Breach as Verizon Closes in on Revised
Deal, MacRumors (Feb. 16, 2017), https://www.macrumors.com/2017/02/16/yahoo-third-databreach-verizon-nears-deal/.
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Monga and Grita, supra, note 28.
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Solomon, supra, note 29; Monga and Grita, supra, note 28. Similarly, HBO disclosed in late
July 2017 that a cyberattack compromised approximately 1.5 terabytes of its data. (For
perspective, that amount of data is approximately seven times the amount of data leaked from
Sony during the infamous 2014 hack.) HBO is owned by Time Warner Inc., which agreed to be
acquired by AT&T Inc. for approximately $85 billion in October 2016. Antitrust review of that
speculate that AT&T could view the HBO data breach as a material adverse change to either
renegotiate the terms of the deal or walk away. See Tatiana Siegel, HBO Hack: Insiders Fear
Leaked Emails as FBI Joins Investigation, The Hollywood Reporter (Aug. 2, 2017),
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/hbo-hack-insiders-fear-leaked-emails-as-probewidens-1025827.
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Athavaley and Shepardson, supra, note 30.
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disclosure of the breaches created the perfect storm for private litigation,
including by shareholders.37 And while the ordeal did not fall on the heels of
may have been even more significant had the data breaches been disclosed
following lengthy antitrust scrutiny.
What’ s a Company To Do?
The Anthem-Cigna breakup is still being played out in the courtroom, and
it may be many more months before we learn who is going to be liable to whom,
for what, and for how much. The Verizon-Yahoo resolution demonstrates how a
material adverse change can impact negotiations outside the courtroom. We can
only speculate whether a judge or jury would believe that the data breaches were
company to do?
The Anthem-Cigna breakup and Verizon-Yahoo ordeal serve as
cautionary tales of how seemingly boilerplate merger provisions can result in
significant losses to the company. These blows can be all the more significant
coming on the heels of lengthy and expensive antitrust scrutiny, especially when
that scrutiny leads to terminating a deal. Companies are certainly not going to
abandon a possible acquisition simply because an RBE or MAC clause is included
in the merger agreement, but pay attention to the language of these provisions and
consider specifying whether a data breach (becoming more and more
commonplace as the HBO hack demonstrates) constitutes a MAC or what it
how MACs and RBEs can be implicated following antitrust review and lead to
follow-on private antitrust actions can impact strategies for counseling clients at
all stages of the merger process.
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Shareholders filed a derivative suit in February 2017, the subject of which can be left for
another day and another article. The lawsuit is Oklahoma Firefighters Pension and Retirement
System et al., v. Eric Brandt et al., No. 2017-0133 (Del. Ch. 2017).
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Schweta Batohi*
Within a period of less than two months this year1, the European
Commission
Objections2, to two companies, including telecommunications company Altice,
for allegedly implementing notifiable transactions before notification to, and
approval by, the Commission.
European Commissioner for Competition, Margrethe Vestager, said: “ If
companies jump the gun by implementing mergers prior to notification or
clearance, they undermine the effective functioning of the EU merger control
system. The Statement of Objections sent to Altice shows how seriously the
Commission takes breaches of the rules designed to protect the merger control
system” .3
While the agencies in the United States have been consistently pursuing
companies for gun-jumping infringements over the years, we are increasingly
seeing other competition agencies - including the Commission - ramping up
enforcement of gun-jumping.
This article considers the 2016 decision of the French Competition
FCA

a record-breaking fine globally of EUR 80

million (approx. USD 93.3 million) on Altice4, and explores other examples of
recent case law in Europe, the United States and elsewhere. Finally, the article

*

Associate at Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati in Brussels. With thanks to Camille Vachet,
legal intern at Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, for research conducted.
1
On or around May 18, 2017 and July 6, 2017 respectively.
2
A Statement of Objections is a formal step in an investigation, in which the Commission informs
the companies concerned in writing of the objections raised against them.
3
Commission press release dated May 18, 2017 (IP/17/1368).
4
The fine was imposed on Altice Luxembourg and the SFR group.
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provides key takeaways and practical considerations for merging parties to bear in
mind in order to mitigate the risk of gun-jumping.
Legal framework and case law developments
Gun-jumping can arise due to (i) a failure to file a notifiable transaction;
or (ii) the merging parties taking steps to implement the transaction prior to
jurisdictions with a suspensive merger control regime require merging parties to
refrain from some type of gun-jumping.
France
When a transaction falls within the scope, and meets the thresholds, of the
French Commercial Code5, the parties to the transaction are required to notify and
obtain clearance from the FCA before implementing the transaction. Under the
French Commercial Code, gun-jumping violations can be penalized for an amount
of up to 5% of the turnover generated by the parties in France during the
preceding financial year.6
Prior to the recent Altice case, the FCA had only imposed fines for failure
to notify, the highest of which was EUR 4 million (approx. USD 4.7 million) and
was imposed on Castel Group in 2013, for failure to notify its acquisition of six
wine producers.7
The record-breaking fine imposed in Altice/SFR/OTL
On November 8, 2016, the FCA levied a record fine of EUR 80 million, in
settlement, on Altice Luxembourg and SFR group, for gun-jumping, in respect of

5

French Commercial Code, Article L430-3 and L430-4.
French Commercial Code, Article L430-8, paragraphs I and II.
7
Case no 13-D-22, December 20, 2013.
6
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turnover generated by Altice Luxembourg and SFR group in France in 20158, the
much lower than the absolute maximum penalty of 5% of turnover in France, the
amount of the fine is still noteworthy.
Background
In 2014, the Altice group, operating in France through its subsidiary
Numericable, notified the FCA of two acquisitions:
The acquisition of the SFR group, leading operator in telecoms and
media in France, was notified on June 5, 2014 and cleared subject
to commitments, on October 30, 2014.
The acquisition of the OTL group, which amongst other things,
distributes telecoms services under the Virgin Mobile brand, was
notified on September 25, 2014 and cleared unconditionally on
November 27, 2014.
Following the clearances, competing telecom operators informed the FCA
of possible gun-jumping by Altice, which led to the FCA conducting dawn raids

influence over SFR and OTL even though ownership of the assets was not
transferred during the suspensive period.
Altice’ s intervention in the operational management of the targets
The FCA found that Altice intervened in the operational management of
SFR on several occasions requiring a number of strategic decisions to be
submitted to Altice for its prior validation. Some examples of this include:
8

Altice Luxembourg consolidated financial statements as at and for the year ended December 31,
2015, page 41. http://altice.net/sites/default/files/pdf/Altice-Lux-Consolidated-FinancialStatements-20151231.pdf
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the terms of the participation by SFR in a tender for the
development of its local fibre network being discussed with Altice
between May and October 2014, and the final offer being
submitted to the most senior executive of the Altice group;
the renegotiation of a mobile network sharing agreement between
SFR and Bouygues Telecom also being approved at the highest
level of the Altice group in October 2014; and
SFR suspending a promotional offer on high-speed broadband

The FCA also found that Altice had taken a number of strategic decisions
on behalf of OTL that went beyond the terms of a memorandum of understanding
between the parties. These include the terms of a transit contract and an
mobile virtual network operator9 contract, both with
Orange, being submitted to the CEO and CFO of Numericable for approval in
May 2014, and formally endorsed by Numericable in June 2014. At this time,
Numericable was also a mobile virtual network operator.
Coordinated strategy
Altice and SFR negotiated (between March and June 2014) and
operationally prepared (from May 2014 throughout the
of a new range of very high-speed broadband Internet access offers under the SFR
brand, using the set-up boxes, TV packages and the Numericable network (known
just days

Altice and SFR also coordinated closely in respect of the acquisition of
control over OTL. In April 2014, following the submission of an offer by SFR for
9

-scale operator technology of
a mobile operator (for example, its own SIM Card, subscriber provisioning, billing or roaming
agreement).
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the acquisition of OTL, the SFR CEO dis
President and Altice subsequently, in May 2014, replaced SFR in the acquisition
of OTL.
Management integration
The FCA found that the managing director of OTL started to perform
management duties within SFR-Numericable, while still in his position at OTL. In
and received commercially sensitive information relating to SFR. As of
November 15, 2014, he was actively involved in the discussions regarding the
functions in his future position within SFR-Numericable.
Strategic information exchanges
Altice received large amounts of strategic and commercially sensitive
information from SFR and OTL, through the various conduct outlined above.
In addition, the most senior executives of SFR and Altice exchanged a
business performance and forecast for the coming months, particularly between
September and October 2014 in preparation for integration. During this time, a
series of meetings10 was held, at which presentations were conducted relating to
rategic outlook, products and
services, internal organization, customer service, marketing, distribution channels,
business relations, customers and suppliers, future prices, upcoming promotional
events, ongoing requests for tender, operational review of networks and
information systems and information on wholesale telecommunications markets. 11
As evidenced by the types of information shared, Altice had access to highly
10

Although the meetings themselves do not in principle pose any difficulties, they enabled Altice
to access large amounts of commercially and competitively sensitive information concerning
SFR.
11
Décision n° 16-D-24 du 8 novembre 2016 relative à la situation du groupe Altice au regard du II
L. 430-8 du code de commerce, paragraph 113 117.
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detailed information on the economic performance and overall strategy of the
entities within the SFR group.
With regard to OTL, in September 2014 Altice put in place a system of
weekly reporting, allowing Altice to obtain commercially sensitive information
weekly reports contained detailed information including sales volumes, average
turnover per customer, marketing guidelines for the following weeks, technical
problems encountered and solutions implemented.12
The FCA said, citing the guidelines on the applicability of Article 101 of
TFEU
cooperation agreements, that whatever the reasons companies may need to
exchange information, it is up to them to put in place a system that eliminates any
communication between independent enterprises of strategic information. The
FCA found that SFR and Altice/Numericable exchanged strategic information
systematically and did not put in place effective solutions to avoid or limit the
anti-competitive risks of such exchanges.13
The fine
In deciding the level of the fine, the FCA took into account various
factors, including:
The value of the transactions and their impact on the
telecommunications sector.
The extent and combination of the various types of conduct, some
of which were directly connected with the competition concerns
identified by the FCA in its clearance decision.

12
13

Ibid, paragraph 172 179.
Ibid, paragraphs 260 and 267.
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conduct.
The duration of the conduct, which began before notification and
continued throughout the merger control procedure.
The observation of similar conduct by Altice occurring in respect
of the two separate transactions in 2014 and the intentional (rather
than simply negligent) nature of the conduct.
As a mitigating factor, the fact that the parties did not contest the
alleged conduct nor their legal characterization.14
Observations
out a strong message
to companies: they must not complete mergers prematurely, otherwise they could
face heavy penalties

15

While this decision is the first of its kind in France, Europe and indeed
globally, in terms of the scale of practices sanctioned and the amount of the fine,
there have also been cases pursued by the Commission, and agencies in other
jurisdictions, that are worth exploring.
European Union
When a transaction falls within the scope, and meets the thresholds, of the
16

EU

14

, the parties to the transaction are

FCA press release, the Autorité de la concurrence fines the Altice group 80 million euros
for the premature completion of two mergers notified in 2014, dated November 8, 2016.
http://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/user/standard.php?lang=en&id_rub=630&id_article=290
0.
15
Ibid.
16
Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004, 2004 O.J. (L 24).
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required to notify and obtain clearance from the Commission before
implementing the transaction.17
In the EU, gunaggregate worldwide turnover.18 This is, theoretically at least, the same maximum
level of fine that can be imposed by the Commission for a cartel infringement and
is much higher than the 1% maximum for other breaches of the merger control
procedural rules, such as providing incorrect or misleading information. However,
in reality, fines for gun-jumping are unlikely to be comparable to those imposed
for cartel infringements.
Coordination of activities between merging parties prior to completion of
the transaction may also infringe Article 101(1) of the TFEU, which prohibits
certain anticompetitive agreements and concerted practices.
Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere
In 1997, in one of the earlier reported EU gun-jumping cases,
Bertelsmann, Kirch and Premiere had agreed to form a joint venture for the
launch of the first digital pay-TV channel in Germany. Shortly after execution of
the joint venture agreement and prior to notification to the Commission, Premiere
-box) to subscribers and using the
decoder for the purpose of providing its digital television services. According to
the Commission, the use and mark

-box by Premiere was a

partial implementation of the transaction.
What is interesting is that the Commission initially invited the parties to a
meeting to explain that their conduct could fall foul of the EU Merger Regulation
and then, before introducing a formal procedure to impose a fine, requested the
parties to stop the gun-jumping activities and to take appropriate measures to

17

Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004, article 7(1), 2004 O.J. (L 24). Derogations are indeed
possible, a few being granted in the wake of the financial crisis post-2008/2009 and still being
granted from time to time. However, the terms on which they are granted are strict.
18
Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004, article 14(2), 2004 O.J. (L 24).
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remove the competitive effects already in place. The parties gave a formal
undertaking to the Commission that they would immediately suspend the various
the d-box decoder. The Commission ultimately decided not to impose a fine.19
Electrabel/Compagnie Nationale du Rhône
Eleven years on, the Commission was no longer adopting such a lenient
approach to gun-jumping penalties. The Commission imposed a EUR 20 million
fine (approx. USD 23.4 million) on Electrabel, Belgian electricity producer and
retailer, for breaching its obligation not to implement an acquisition of control

Nationale du Rhône

CNR

following notification by Electrabel on March 26, 2008. However, in its clearance
decision the Commission left open the precise date at which Electrabel had
acquired control of CNR, as this was not material to the substantive assessment. 20
Pursuant to a separate investigation, the Commission concluded that in December

of CNR,
over four years prior to its notification of the transaction.21

decision in December 2012.22 The Court of Justice of the European Union (the
CJEU

s decision in July 2014 and upheld the

fine imposed by the Commission.23

19

Commission press releases dated November 5, 1997 (IP/97/953), December 1, 1997
(IP/97/1062) and December 15, 1997 (IP/97/1119).
20
Case COMP/M.4994 Electrabel/Compagnie Nationale du Rhône 2009 O.J. (L 395).
21
Commission press release dated June 10, 2009 (IP/09/895).
22
Case T-332/09.
23
Case C-84/13 P.
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Marine Harvest/Morpol
The Commission also imposed a fine of EUR 20 million (approx. USD
23.4 million) on Marine Harvest, the leading salmon farmer in the European
Economic Area (EEA), for failure to notify and for breach of the standstill
obligation.24
On September 30, 2013, the Commission cleared, subject to conditions,
However, subsequent to a further investigation, the Commission found that by
acquiring a 48.5% stake in Morpol on December 18, 2012, Marine Harvest had
acquired de facto sole control over Morpol. Similar to Electrabel/CNR, the
Commission found that following the acquisition Marine Harvest enjoyed a stable
remaining shares and previous attendance rates at these meetings.
In both Electrabel/CNR and Marine Harvest/Morpol, in setting the amount
of the fine, the Commission took into account the seriousness and the duration of
the infringements, as well as aggravating and mitigating circumstances. While in
Electrabel/CNR the fine imposed was stated to be only for breach of the standstill
obligation, in Marine Harvest/Morpol the Commission imposed EUR 10 million
for failure to notify and EUR 10 million for breach of the standstill obligation25,
warning companies that the two types of conduct could be punished separately.
The Commission noted that Electrabel and Marine Harvest are large
companies with experience in merger procedures and should have known that
their transactions resulted in an acquisition of control requiring notification.
In Marine Harvest/Morpol, the Commission considered that Marine
particularly serious because the transaction, as
originally implemented, had raised serious competition concerns, and was only
24
25

Commission press release dated July 23, 2014 (IP 14/862).
Case COMP/M.4994 Electrabel/Compagnie Nationale du Rhône 2009 O.J. (L 395) and case
COMP/M.7184 Marine Harvest/Morpol 2014, paragraph 207.
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cleared by the Commission after the submission of significant remedies. Taking
into account the particularly aggravating factors, it is odd that the fine was only
EUR 20 million. However, it is likely because the Commission attached particular
importance to the fact that Marine Harvest informed the Commission through prenotification shortly after the closing of the transaction and also considered in
mitigation the fact that Marine Harvest had not exercised its voting rights in
Morpol after having acquired control over it.
In mitigation in Electrabel/CNR, the Commission took into account the
fact that the transaction did not give rise to any competition concerns and that
Electrabel subsequently voluntarily informed the Commission of the acquisition
of control.
Ongoing Investigations
The Commission has not imposed another fine on any company for gunjumping since Marine Harvest in 2014 but is currently investigating two
companies for alleged gun-jumping. The outcome of these investigations will not
have an impact on the Commission decisions approving the mergers, which
remain effective, said Commissioner Vestager.
Altice/PT Portugal
On February 25, 2015, Altice notified the Commission of its intention to
acquire sole control of telecommunications operator, PT Portugal. On April 20,
2015, the Commission cleared the transaction subject to conditions. On May 18,
2017, the Commission sent a Statement of Objections to Altice, alleging that it
had gun-jumped.
In its Statement of Objections, the Commission takes the preliminary view
that through a series of actions Altice implemented the acquisition prior to the
adoption of the Commission's clearance decision, and in some instances, prior to
its notification. In particular, the Commission considers that the purchase
agreement between the two companies put Altice in a position to exercise decisive
49

influence over PT Portugal before notification or clearance of the transaction, and
that in certain instances Altice actually exercised decisive influence over PT
Portugal.26

ctions.
-compliance with the gun-jumping laws in France,
past offences in 2014 when ruling in this case (where the facts relate to conduct in
2015). Unlike with the calculation of fines for cartel infringement, there is no
guidance on the method of setting fines imposed for gun-jumping. Therefore it is
not entirely clear what importance the Commission will place on the past
offences. However, given th
certainly expected to constitute an aggravating factor.
Canon/Toshiba Medical Systems
On August 12, 2016, imaging equipment manufacturer, Canon notified the
Commission of its intention to acquire control of medical equipment supplier,
Toshiba Medical Systems and on September 19, 2016, the Commission cleared
the transaction. On July 6, 2017, the Commission announced that it had sent a
Statement of Objections to Canon, alleging that it had gun-jumped.
The Commission's preliminary view is that Canon used a two-step
allowed it to acquire Toshiba Medical Systems prior to obtaining the relevant
merger approvals.
ransaction structure typically refers to an exception
contained in the EU Merger Regulation in terms of which credit institutions, other
financial institutions or insurance companies may acquire, on a temporary basis,

26

Commission press release dated May 18, 2017 (IP/17/1368).
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securities in an undertaking with a view to reselling them, without obtaining prior
approval from the Commission.27
As a first step, the interim buyer acquired 95% of the share capital of
Toshiba Medical Systems for a meagre EUR 800 (approx. USD 940), whereas
Canon paid EUR 5.28 billion (approx. USD 6.2 billion) for both the remaining
5% and share options over the interim buyer's stake. This first step was carried out
prior to notification to the Commission. As a second step, following approval of
the merger by the Commission, the share options were exercised by Canon,
acquiring 100% of the shares of Toshiba Medical Systems. 28
As the content of the Statement of Objections has not been published, it is
unclear exactly how the Commission considers this structure may have allowed
Canon to acquire Toshiba Medical Systems prior to obtaining the relevant merger
JFTC
some indication. In June 2016, the JFTC allowed the Canon/Toshiba Medical
System transaction to proceed without issuing a cease and desist order. However,
The JFTC concluded that this was likely to give rise to the formation of a certain
29

between Canon and Toshiba Medical Systems through the

third party, comprising part of a structure premised on Canon ultimately acquiring
cautioned30 Canon not to conduct such actions in the future.31
Observations
The Commission has so far prosecuted gun-jumping cases that have been
fairly standard, leaving itself a lot of room to prosecute different fact patterns in
27

Article 3(5)(a) of the EU Merger Regulation.
Commission press release dated July 6, 2017 (IP/17/1924).
29
Joint relationship means the relationship among two or more companies which operate a
business in a united form, whether fully or partially by shareholding, mergers or other
transactions.
28

30
31

of illegal conduct but finds that such a conduct may lead to a possible violation.
Tentative English translation of JFTC press release dated June 30, 2016.
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future cases. The current investigation into Canon/Toshiba Medical Systems
illustrates this. The outcome
provide important guidance on how the Commission is expected to view

These new gun-jumping cases against Altice and Canon are evidence
that the Commission has ramped up enforcement of gun-jumping. This is
seemingly part of a broader drive by the Commission to pursue breaches of
merger control procedural rules, including the provision of incorrect and
misleading information during the merger review process.32
United States
When a transaction falls within the scope, and meets the thresholds, of the
Hart-Scott-

HSR Act

transaction are required to notify and cannot implement the transaction before the
HSR Act waiting period expires or is terminated. The HSR Act, codified as
33

prior to HSR clearance of notifiable transactions.34 Gun-jumping can lead to a
maximum civil penalty35 of USD 40,654 per day.36
In the same vein as being a breach of Article 101(1) of the TFEU,
coordination of activities between the merging parties prior to completion of the
transaction may breach Section 1 of the Sherman Act, which prohibits anti-

32

In addition to the recently opened gun-jumping investigations, on May 18, 2017, the
Commission fined Facebook EUR 110 million for providing incorrect or misleading information
during the Commission's 2014 investigation under the EU Merger Regulation of Facebook's
acquisition of WhatsApp, and the Commission announced on July 6, 2017 that it had sent
separate Statements of Objections to Merck and Sigma-Aldrich, and General Electric alleging
they breached EU merger rules by providing incorrect or misleading information.
33
The HSR Act does not define beneficial ownership but see the Statement of Basis and
Implementing Title II of the HSR Act, 43 Fed. Reg. 33,458 (July 31, 1978).
34
15 U.S.C. Section 18a.
35
Federal Trade Commission press release, FTC Publishes Inflation-Adjusted Civil Penalty
Amounts, dated January 12, 2017.
36
The maximum civil penalty increased from USD 16,000 per day to USD 40,000 per day,
effective August 1, 2016 due to inflation adjustments, and then increased again to USD 40,654
per day, effective January 24, 2017.
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competitive activity between independent firms.37 Criminal penalties can be
imposed under the Sherman Act.38
There have been many gun-jumping cases in the United States. Set out
below are a handful of examples of different fact patterns that have attracted the
DOJ

wrat
FTC
Gemstar-TV Guide

Gemstar and TV Guide entered into a merger in July 2000. The DOJ filed
a complaint alleging that, prior to the expiration of the HSR Act waiting period,
Gemstar and TV Guide agreed to stop competing for customers, decided together
on prices and terms to be offered and jointly managed their interactive program
s customer
negotiations and third-party settlement negotiations. The DOJ alleged that this
conduct amounted to a de facto acquisition by each merging party of assets of the
other party in violation of the HSR Act, as well as in violation of the Sherman
Act.
In February 2003, the DOJ announced a settlement with Gemstar-TV
Guide International that required the company to pay USD 5.67 million in civil
penalties for violating the HSR Act (reflecting the maximum civil penalty of USD
11,000 per day, per company at the time) and to agree to certain restrictions to
gun-jumped prior to the merger in July 2000.39

37

15 U.S.C. Section 1.
15 U.S.C. Section 1.
39
DOJ press release dated February 6, 2003 (Number 03-073).
38
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Smithfield Foods/Premium Standard Farms
In 2007 Smithfield Foods, the largest pork packer and processor in the
United States, acquired Premium Standard Farms, the sixth-largest pork packer
and processor. The DOJ filed a suit alleging that Premium submitted for
Smithfield's approval each of the hog purchase agreements that arose during the
HSR Act waiting period, regardless of whether the individual contract was
material to Premium's business. In each case, Premium provided Smithfield with
the contract terms, price, purchase quantity, and contract length.

business and were entered into in the ordinary course. The DOJ said that

indicated that this amounted to Premium ceasing to exercise its independent
business judgment with respect to hog procurement.
In January 2010 the parties settled with the DOJ and agreed to pay a
penalty of USD 900,000 for their violation of the HSR Act.40
Flakeboard/SierraPine
In January 2014, Flakeboard announced its plan to acquire two particle
mills from SierraPine. SierraPine had agreed, under the asset purchase agreement,
to close one of the mills five days before the transaction closed, and after the
expiration of the HSR Act waiting period. However, due to a labour dispute that
arose at the mill, the parties subsequently agreed to close the mill before the
expiration of the HSR Act waiting period.
The parties also coordinated to transfer customers to Flakeboard following
the closing of the mill, and SierraPine provided competitive sensitive information

40

DOJ press release dated January 21, 2010 (Number 10-062).
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volumes of purchases).

constituted illegal premerger coordination. The parties ultimately settled by
paying a total fine of almost USD 5 million - USD 3.8 million civil penalty for
violating the HSR Act and USD 1.15 million in disgorgement of illegallyobtained profits for violating the Sherman Act, which represented the value of
diverted sales Flakeboard earned from the premature closing of the mill. Each
company was also required to select an antitrust compliance officer to monitor
compliance with the terms of the agreement.41
Value-Act
On November 17, 2014, Baker Hughes and Halliburton, two of the three
largest providers of oilfield products and services in the world, announced their
plan to merge.42 Thereafter, ValueAct, an investment firm, purchased over USD
2.5 billion of Halliburton and Baker Hughes voting shares.
In April 2016, the DOJ sued ValueAct, alleging that it violated the HSR
Act while the proposed merger was under review by the DOJ. The DOJ alleged
business decisions

including decisions related to the merger

and was not

simply a passive investor. In particular, ValueAct had used its access to senior
executives of both Halliburton and Baker Hughes to discuss merger and other
business strategies with the companies, in an attempt to influence the merger and
other aspects of the businesses. This confirmed that ValueAct did not possess the
notification under the HSR Act.43

41

DOJ press release dated November 7, 2004 (Number 14-1246).
Halliburton and Baker Hughes abandoned their proposed merger on May 2, 2016 after the DOJ
sued to block it.
43
DOJ press release dated July 12, 2016 (Number 16-800).
42
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In July 2016 ValueAct settled for USD 11 million, the record amount for a
HSR Act violation.
Duke Energy Corporation/Osprey
In August 2014, Duke entered into an agreement with Calpine Corporation
to purchase Osprey, a power plant in Florida. As part of the purchase, the parties
agreed to a "tolling agreement" which went into effect immediately upon signing.
The DOJ filed a complaint alleging that the tolling agreement conferred beneficial
ownership on Duke because Duke controlled the output of electricity Osprey
produced, purchased fuel to supply Osprey, arranged for transmission of energy
Duke made the required HRS Act notification and before the expiration of the
waiting period.
In January 2017 Duke agreed to pay USD 600,000 in settlement, for
violating the HSR Act. The penalty was lower than the maximum penalty of USD
6 million, in part because Duke was willing to resolve the charges by consent
decree and avoided a prolonged investigation and litigation.44
Observations
The DOJ has been pursuing gun-jumping infringements persistently over
the years. The cases highlighted in this article are merely illustrative of the types
of cases that have been pursued, which have been much more varied in terms of
their facts, compared to those pursued by the Commission to date.
The DOJ has generally imposed much lower fines than those imposed by
the Commission. While the fine imposed on ValueAct shows that the DOJ is not
opposed to imposing significant fines if the circumstances warrant such fines, the
largest fine imposed is still significantly smaller than those imposed in Europe.
This may be due to the legislative cap in the United States.

44

DOJ press release dated January 18, 2017 (Number 17-088).
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Developments in other jurisdictions
The gun-jumping cases pursued, and fines imposed, by competition
agencies beyond France, the EU and the United States, are also illustrative of a
tougher stance on enforcement in recent years. Set out below are some examples
from a few select jurisdictions in which competition agencies have been pursuing
companies for gun-jumping.
Brazil
The Brazilian antitrust agency, Conselho Administrativo de Defesa
CADE

ompetition agency that has published detailed

guidelines in respect of gun-jumping.45 Gun-jumping can attract fines of between
BRL 60,000 (approx. USD 19,000) to BRL 60 million (approx. USD 19 million),
which can be collected from any of the parties to a transaction. This means that
the seller shares the risk.
The first case involving gun-jumping reviewed by CADE was in 2013 and
involved OGX/Petrobas, where a fine of BRL 3 million (approx. USD 946,000)
was levied. Since then, several companies have been fined for gun-jumping,
including in Aurizônia/UTC, where a fine of BRL 60,000 (approx. USD 19,000)
was levied, Potioleo/UTC, where the fine was the same amount and
Fiat/Chrysler, where a fine of BRL 600,000 (approx. USD 189,000) was levied.
All fines levied, until Cisco Systems Inc./Technicolor S.A. in 2016, have
been on the lower end of the fining spectrum. In Cisco Systems Inc./Technicolor
S.A. it appears that CADE has shifted gears, imposing a significantly higher fine
of BRL 30 million (approx. USD 9.6 million) on both the seller and the
purchaser. Having received clearances for the transaction in other jurisdictions
(namely Canada, Colombia, the Netherlands, Ukraine and United States), the
the acquisition
45

http://en.cade.gov.br/topics/publications/guidelines/guideline-gun-jumping.pdf.
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assets is starting immediately and the strategic collaboration agreement between
considered this sufficient proof of gun-jumping. The parties only informed CADE
of the closing three days after publication of the press release, offering a carve-out
rejected a carve-out agreement that the parties argued would isolate Brazil from
any potential anticompetitive effects. The Reporting Commissioner emphasized,
-out agreements will not be accepted in Brazil for purposes of avoiding or
mitigating gun-

46

China
In Marc
announcing that it will publish decisions going forward sanctioning companies
that fail to file notifiable transactions. The notice further provides a fax number
allowing whistleblowers to report to MOFCOM transactions allegedly infringing
Chinese merger control rules. In December 2014, MOFCOM, issued its first
reported fine of RMB 300,000 (approx. USD 44,300) for failure to notify.
Interestingly, the transaction involved state-owned enterprise, Tsinghua
will not even make exceptions for state-owned enterprises.
In 2015 and 2016 MOFCOM fined a number of companies for failure to
notify, including Microsoft/Bes TV (fine of RMB 200,000 (approx. USD 30,000)
each) and Bombardier/CSR Nanjing Puzhen (fine of RMB 150,000 (approx. USD
22,200) each) for failure to notify the setup of joint ventures.
On January 4, 2017 MOFCOM announced that it had fined Canon
approximately RMB 300,000 (approx. USD 44,300) for failure to notify its
acquisition of Toshiba Medical Systems. MOFCOM concluded that Canon should
46

CADE press release, Cisco and Technicolor admit practice of gun-jumping in global
transaction, dated January 21, 2016.
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have notified the transaction prior to completion of the first step, which was
closely related to the second step.47
Denmark
In December 2014 the Danish Competition and Consumer Authority (the
DCCA

-jumped,

as KPMG Denmark and EY had agreed that KPMG Denmark was to terminate its
cooperation agreement with the KPMG International network (which it would not
have been able to re-join in the event that the merger was prohibited) on the day
of signing the merger agreement and prior to obtaining merger approval.
The DCCA referred the matter to the public prosecutor in June 2015 and
the case is ongoing. In February 2017, a Danish court requested a preliminary
ruling by the CJEU regarding the application of Article 7(1) of the EU Merger
Regulation, which prohibits gun-jumping, in particular for the CJEU to opine on
the criteria to be used when assessing whether conduct, specifically the
termination of a cooperation agreement, is prohibited.48 The request is pending.
Key takeaways
The fine imposed by the FCA in Altice/SFR/OTL sends a warning to
merging parties that penalties for gun-jumping can be severe, and should not be
written off as an insignificant cost of doing business. In addition, it highlights that
there is a risk even in jurisdictions which do not have a particularly robust history
of gun-jumping enforcement.
Altice/SFR/OTL also reminds us that some competition agencies have
broad powers to investigate gun-jumping violations, which include conducting
dawn raids, and will not hesitate to use those powers.

47
48

http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn/article/ztxx/201701/20170102495433.shtml.
Request for a preliminary ruling from the Sø- og Handelsretten (Denmark) lodged on
7 December 2016 Ernst & Young P/S v Konkurrencerådet 2017 O.J. (C 46/17).
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More broadly, gun-jumping has become an enforcement priority for
competition agencies globally.49 In some countries, even the seller may be liable.
Cross border transactions face greater risk given the increased cooperation
between competition agencies and the eagerness of merging parties to implement
transactions in jurisdictions where they have obtained clearances, despite there
being pending approvals in other jurisdictions.
Fines are imposed even where the merger does not raise competitive
concerns and even after the parties have received merger clearance. The fact that
competition agencies are using their resources to pursue companies for gunjumping, particularly in circumstances where those investigations do not have an
impact on the outcome of the merger approvals, suggests that there is a tough
stance being taken as regards gun-jumping.
Practical considerations
While there is no formal guidance in respect of gun-jumping in the EU
and the United States, guidance on what conduct should be avoided can be
gleaned from the case law in these jurisdictions and beyond.
Unprotected information exchange
The parties should not share competitively sensitive information beyond
what is required for legitimate commercial purposes such as negotiation, due
diligence and integration planning.
In addition, sensitive information should only be shared with appropriate
safeguards in place. It is generally accepted that such safeguards include
confidentiality agreements limiting the use of the information and its disclosure to
persons who need access to it for that purpose and limiting exchanges of sensitive
i
49

The fines imposed by competition agencies outside the EU and United States, including the fine
imposed on Altice by the FCA, are purely illustrative, for purposes of showing the increased
enforcement of gun-jumping globally.
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-to-day business operations,
who have signed confidentially agreements and use the confidential information
shared for legitimate purposes only).
Altice/SFR/OTL reinforces the use of third party advisors such as
consultants, banks, audit firms and economists, to analyze strategic data and
present their results in a sufficiently aggregated or anonymized manner, so as not
to reveal strategic information.50 However, the FCA said that disclosure of
commercially sensitive information to in-house counsel is not a sufficient measure
to avoid the exchange of strategic information.51
Co-ordination of competitive behavior
The parties should not under any circumstances co-ordinate their
competitive behavior, for instance by coordinating their marketing strategies,
agreeing on prices or allocating products, territories or customers. Examples of
such conduct from Altice/SFR/OTL include the parties forming committees to
the purchaser validating the terms of a tender offer submitted by the target.
Premature integration of the parties’ businesses
It is legitimate for parties to engage in certain integration planning efforts
prior to closing as long as these efforts are limited to planning and no actual
integration occurs. There is no clear line between integration planning and actual
integration. However, bearing the recent enforcement in mind, parties should be
cautious and if it is unclear, obtain advice of competition counsel if appropriate.
Merging parties should generally avoid activities that lead to changes in
Altice/SFR/OTL illustrates that merging parties
50

Décision n° 16-D-24 du 8 novembre 2016 relative à la situation du groupe Altice au regard du II
-8 du code de commerce, paragraph 262.
51
Ibid, paragraph 318. In-house counsel are not subject to the rules of professional secrecy
imposed on external lawyers, and, on the contrary, are placed under the authority of their
hierarchy and cannot therefore be considered as independent from the management of the
company.
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together negotiating and operationally planning for the launch of a new product
can, and often will, cross the line. It also indicates that merging parties should
avoid personnel from one party starting to perform functions within the business
of the other party. Other activities amounting to premature integration include
other support functions, relocating physical operations, or allowing one party to
negotiate contracts on behalf of the other party.
Other conduct such as identifying employees to be retained and
determining how to best co-ordinate computer network are permissible.
Transfer of management control
The target business should continue to act completely independently and
unilaterally make commercial decisions. The acquiring party must not exercise, or

lly limit

constitute gun-jumping. Altice/SFR/OTL includes numerous examples of a
purchaser validating several agreements and commercial decisions of the targets.
The fact patterns in Altice/SFR/OTL and in other recent gun-jumping cases
provide useful guidance on the types of conduct merging parties should avoid,
and signal a more aggressive approach by competition agencies, which should not
be dismissed.
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Marcio C. S. Bueno and Luis C. Nagalli *
Explaining the current Brazilian political crises in just a few words is
practically infeasible. New investigations are launched almost on a weekly basis,
resulting in innumerable pages of documents containing evidence, accusations
and plea agreements.
While for the first time there is an enormous and effective investigative
corruption, there is a risk that individuals and institutions will be caught in the
turmoil as collateral casualties in this large scale to clean up the country.
Based on our current understanding of the allegations, we think this is the
case for CADE. The Brazilian antitrust authority is implicated in the corruption
probe involving President Michel Temer and the meat packing firm JBS, which
has executed a plea bargaining agreement with prosecutors.
As part of his effort to obtain immunity from criminal charges JBS coowner recorded conversations with President Temer and one of this allies in
bsidiaries Empresa Produtora de
Energia (EPE) and Gasocidente do Mato Grosso (GOM) on an specific case and
offered future compensation.
Criminal enforcement actions followed to investigate whether there was
any action to benefit JBS in that specific CADE proceeding.

*

Marcio C. S. Bueno is a Brazilian lawyer with 20 years of experience in practicing competition
law and representing domestic and multinational companies before CADE and Judicial Courts
in connection with antitrust investigations and merger control. He is the Director of Competition
at IBRAC - Brazilian Institute for Studies on Competition, Consumer Affairs and International
Trade (IBRAC). Luis Nagalli is a Brazilian Lawyer and has been representing clients in antitrust
investigations and merger control in the past 10 years. He is currently member of the
Competition Commission at the Brazilian Bar Association, São Paulo Section.
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be concerned with the current corruption allegations.
Below we will first explain and give context to the accusations and the
reasons why CADE was raided. Subsequently, we will analyze main impacts of
the allegations and dawn raid on CADE, and the reasons why the accusations are
baseless. We will then explain the reasons why transparency is an invaluable tool
to prevent CADE of being contaminated by corruption. Finally, we will conclude
and fairness.
Why CADE Was Raided?
The alleged facts implicating CADE are, in sum, that Joesley Batista,
JBS co-owner, asked President Michel Temer to help his company overcome
issues it had with several government agencies, including CADE.
As explained above, in addition to a number of bribery probes launched by
Federal Police and Public Prosecutors, Batista and other JBS executives started
negotiating a whistleblowing agreement with Public Prosecutors. That agreement
resulted in new investigations implicating several members of the Congress and
Executive Branch, including President Temer himself. As part of the
whistleblower agreement, Batista recorded a conversation he had with President
Temer in which he supposedly mentioned that he needed the next CADE
President to be trustworthy. Batista points out in his whistleblower agreement that
President Temer mentioned Rocha Loures, former lawmaker and President
Subsequently, Batista allegedly offered a weekly bribe of R$500,000
(approximately US$ 155,000) to Rocha Loures, so his company could benefit
from Presidential influence over the public agencies.
JBS executive Ricardo Saud allegedly stated in his whistleblower
agreement that JBS subsidiary EPE was benefited by Presidential influence on
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CADE. It is important to note that EPE filed a complaint before CADE in 2015
alleging that Petrobras (Brazilian state-controlled oil company) was illegally
reselling Bolivian Natural Gas to EPE at excessive and discriminatory prices. EPE
requested a preliminary injunction to require Petrobras to charge the same prices
it paid for gas purchased from Bolivia or to allow EPE to contract directly with
Bolivia. Moreover, during a conversation with Batista, Rocha Loures allegedly
attention to the EPE/Petrobras case.
Based on the audio recording of the conversations and accusations by JBS
executives, on May 17th, 2017 the Federal Police not only raided CADE to obtain

Frade.

issued any decision in favor of EPE-JBS. The case mentioned by the
whistleblower remains at inquiry phase, which is a preliminary stage of
investigation, and no decision or opinion has been issued yet In addition, it
tors have never been aware that a political
agent would allegedly be receiving resources from a private company in order to
seek solutions within the agency. The ongoing case is extremely complex and its
investigation has been conducted normally and following the normal procedures.
CADE emphasizes that all the legal procedures related to this case were
conducted by its technical staff based on the law, without any kind of favoritism.
The absence of any opinion or decision rendered by CADE in favor of EPE-JBS
were not successful.

1

1

http://en.cade.gov.br/press-releases/clarifications-about-ricardo-saud2019s-whistle-blowing
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What are the impacts of these allegations on CADE?
-earned
reputation of independence from the central government and impartiality in
investigations.

Considering most modern regimes, the Brazilian antitrust authority is practically
newborn and still under development. Even
remarkable. The Brazilian regulator has greatly improved its ability to analyze
complex cross-border transactions, developed a framework to analyze conduct
violations and successfully implemented a leniency program. These
achievements have earned CADE a strong reputation among the most developed
antitrust regimes around the world.
The corruption allegations against the President, and involving the
antitrust body as it they are presented today, are not enough to taint the agency
reputation or to raise any concerns on how the agency will conduct merger
reviews and antitrust investigations in Brazil, for three main reasons.
First, evidence brought so far is insufficient to prove that CADE would
have succumbed to Presidential inf
the EPE/Petrobras case. On the contrary, as it is possible to see from the case
injunction against Petrobras. A preliminary investigation is still under analysis
that CADE favored EPE are false.
Secondly, meetings with lawyers and phone calls with CADE officials are
not sufficient evidence to prove that one has influence over the agency. In fact,
with lawyers, parties or members of the government. Agendas of external
meetings and every meeting about a specific proceeding are all registered in the
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enriched the exchange of ideas and experiences between antitrust community and
authorities, but also is an extremely helpful tool to improve case analysis.
Especially in merger review of complex cases, lawyers may approach
a transaction to be cleared. Officials are usually available to openly discuss how
parties can address their concerns in order to have a more efficient analysis. Since
responses are available online, lawyers

and even third parties can closely

follow and immediately react to the results of market testing.
Moreover, the alleged telephone call between the
- and it probably will not be the
last
government. It is public that CADE has received phone calls, e-mails, official
letters or formal complaints from Congressmen and Executive Branch officials
before, and that such contacts were always treated ordinarily - as if any other
party lawyer or constituent reached out to CADE with a formal request. And a
insufficient evidence of any illegal influence.
As we explain below, it is not rare to have members of the government
reaching out to the antitrust body with specific requests on investigations. We do
expect, however, that regulators treat these requests as they were made by
lawyers, involved party or any third party.
In fact, there are plenty of examples of members of the government
approaching antitrust agencies in many other regimes. Using the U.S. Congress as
an example, Senator Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) called out the U.S. Federal Trade
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increases.2 Similarly, U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) in 2014 requested
merger of California-based Allergan, Inc. and the Canadian company Valeant
Pharmaceuticals International

3

While several members of the U.S. Congress

were opposing the AT&T/Time Warner merger, President Trump even stated that
the deal would destroy democracy.4 It seems that political pressure over merger
review and investigation is natural and legitimate, as long as it does not affect the
antitrust body independence and impartiality.
At the end of the day, if CADE is open to receive phone calls from
lawyers or other involved parties, it would not be reasonable to expect that
e call from a member of the government.
Third and most importantly, as explained in detail in the next topic,
agency. Transparency is the strongest deterrent to any attempt to use the antitrust
agency for irregular or illegal acts.
Transparency: what singles CADE out from other agencies
Saying that CADE is one of the most transparent antitrust agencies in the
world is not an overstatement. Unlike more developed antitrust regimes such as
United States and European Union, the parties and the public generally have

- during which Commissioners
read and discuss decisions - are transmitted online. Almost every submission
and there is at least a redacted version available to anyone who desires to see it.
2
3

4

https://www.law360.com/articles/6181/senator-urges-ftc-antitrust-probe-of-oil-industry.
See Senators Call on FTC, DOJ to Review Potential Valeant, Allergan Merger, available at
https://www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/press-releases?ID=25DB5525-B8C0-4AD0A243-522A1479DD19.
http://time.com/4542040/att-time-warner-merger-clinton-trump/.
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Parties of a cartel investigation have full access to leniency agreements and any
confidential document used as accusatory evidence, which is something abnormal
in almost every other jurisdiction.
Moreover, the minutes from every meeting with the authorities are
publicly available. Interim and final decisions are accessible to the public. Even e-

Transparency is a long-established procedural principle pursued by the
Brazilian authorities that allows lawyers, interested parties and the public in
general to closely monitor the development of a case. Moreover, all decisions
necessarily have to be reasoned, and its reasons are available to directly affected
parties in their entirety.
The natural consequence of transparency is that it makes it extremely
difficult for authorities to illegally interfere in due process. It is quite clear that it
unreasonably speed up the analysis of a particular case, or suddenly close an
investigation. Any decision not based on the merits would inevitably raise the
attention of the domestic and international antitrust community, including the
specialized media, which meticulously monitors CADE.
If we take the EPE/Petrobras case as an example, we can see that the case
.5 All meetings with lawyers are registered
preliminary injunction requests against Petrobras, but also did not speed up the
procedure. The procedure was opened in 2015 as a preliminary investigation, and
never was converted to a formal Administrative Procedure - what is expected
when authorities are convinced they have sufficient evidence to begin an
investigation. There is no evidence, even if we consider all decisions in the case

5

See in Portuguese:
http://sei.cade.gov.br/sei/institucional/pesquisa/processo_exibir.php?tzuQpynClZls_rHQcc3fMu
8I2htJ1ahuckyi_C139hQgxwx-mAGmm_X8FhlON_TKhx7CPZkonyIs6lOfAvuBVg,,
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records since the preliminary investigation were opened until the day the
conversations were leaked, that CADE has favored EPE in this case.
Another interesting c
files are almost entirely available online, which practically made the Federal
turnover figures, private negotiation terms and industry secrets), it is unlikely that
there would be many unique documents recovered in a raid. The non-public files
drive.
CADE’ s Reputation Speaks for I tself
The Brazilian and international antitrust community witnessed how hard
CADE worked to accomplish so much in just 23 years. During this period, CADE
was awarded GCR Agency of the Year in the Americas in 2017, 2015 and 2011.
As pointed out in the 2010 OECD Peer Review, since the enactment of the
enforcement system quickly gained a reputation for professionalism and hard
work; its decisions reflected an understanding of competition policy and
analysis.

6

More recently, the Brazilian watchdog was praised as one of the most

efficient antitrust authorities in the world during the World Economic Forum, in
Davos in January 2017, and received the Concurrences 2016 Antitrust Writing
Award of Most Innovative Soft Law related to concerted practices for the issue of
s for cartel cases. CADE
developed an unblemished reputation and, prior to this raid, it was never involved
in any corruption-related investigation. It is hard to think of a single event in the

Empty accusations of illegal Presidential influence in this particular case
ce to

6

See. http://www.oecd.org/daf/competition/45154362.pdf
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suggest that corruption circumvented transparency at CADE or hindered the

upposedly favor particular
interests would be unlikely to succeed. For the reasons explained above,
transparency would quickly put this person under the microscope. Tribunal
decisions are made jointly by a panel of six Commissioners and one President that
openly discuss their views during trials sessions that are transmitted online. It
would be difficult to have a single member of the Tribunal to try to decide in
favor of a particular interest, as the President would have to convince the other six
members to do the same.
In conclusion, we don't think anything should change at CADE. CADE
from CADE nothing more than to continue to conduct investigations and merger
reviews with the same impartiality it has over the years, based on the evidence in
the case files and nothing else.
On the other hand, members of the government or even practitioners could
be more careful in approaching CADE with any legal request in this postcorruption investigation scenario. At least for the moment being, we believe
CADE would prefer to receive written requests by e-mail or have registered
calls that could raise unnecessary questions in the ongoing investigation.
Nevertheless, the main takeaway for Brazilian politicians or even third
parties is that CADE continues to be transparent and independent from improper
pressure and attempts to illegally influence the Brazilian age
backfire.
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Axel Gutermuth*
I.

Introduction

The recently enacted 9th Amendment to the German Act against Restraints
of Competition (ARC) has introduced a new alternative merger filing threshold
test that is linked to the value of a transaction.1 If other conditions are also met, a
transaction that qualifies as a concentration under the ARC2 has to be notified for
merger review in Germany if the value of the consideration for the transaction
exceeds EUR 400 million and the acquired undertaking has significant activities
in Germany. This size-of-transaction test complements the existing revenue
based threshold test, which continues to apply. A German merger filing is
therefore required if a transaction either meets the existing test or the new test.
Merger filing thresholds that are linked to the value of a transaction exist
in the United States and a few other jurisdictions, but the majority of jurisdictions
determine whether a transaction requires notification. Prior to the 9 th
is also still the case under the EU Merger Regulation and the laws of many other
countries notably within the EU.

* Axel Gutermuth, LL.M. (NYU School of Law) is a German Rechtsanwalt and also a Member of
the New York Bar. He is a Partner in the European Competition Law Practice of Arnold &
Porter Kaye Scholer LLP. For more information, see
https://www.apks.com/en/people/g/gutermuth-axel. The views expressed here are the personal
views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer
LLP or any of its clients.
1
The text of the 9th amendment of June 1, 2017 was published in the German Federal Gazette
2017 Part I No. 33 on June 8, 2017. It applies as of June 9, 2017.
2
The German merger control rules apply to a wide variety of transactions, including the
acquisition of a non-controlling minority interest amounting to 25% (or even less if the acquirer
obtains a competitively significant influence regarding the target).
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But recent transactions in the digital economy involving high purchase
prices paid for companies with only minimal revenues, and in particular
ition of WhatsApp, demonstrated that it may no longer be
establish merger control jurisdiction over a transaction. The German legislature
considered that in the digital a
focus on winning users without generating revenues, transactions that have a
significant (potentially negative) impact on competition and the German economy
as a whole can escape merger review under a revenue based threshold test. It
therefore decided to introduce an alternative threshold test that is linked to the
size of the transaction and designed to capture such transactions. The practical
relevance of the new test remains to be determined: many commentators expect
that only a single-digit number of transactions will meet the new test every year.
Other jurisdictions are looking at the same issue. Earlier this year, the
Austrian legislature introduced a similarly structured size-of-transaction test,
setting the threshold at only EUR 200 million.3 Even the European Commission
launched a public consultation in late 2016 asking whether the EU Merger
Regulation should be amended by a size-of-transaction test.4
II.

The existing revenue based threshold test

Prior to the 9th Amendment to the ARC, German merger control only
applied if three revenue thresholds set in Section 35(1) ARC were met with
respect to the last completed financial year prior to the transaction:
(i)

the combined worldwide revenues of all undertakings involved in
the transaction exceeded EUR 500 million;

3
4

The new Austrian threshold test applies as of November 1, 2017.
Information about the public consultation can be found here:
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/consultations/2016_merger_control/index_en.html. The
European Commission is expected to publish the responses to the public consultation soon.
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(ii)

the German revenues of at last one undertaking exceeded EUR 25
million; and

(iii)

the German revenues of another undertaking exceeded EUR 5
million.

Moreover, under the general provision of Section 185(2) ARC, German
merger control only applies to transactions that lead to appreciable effects in
Germany. In an acquisition of a target undertaking by a single acquirer,
n revenues
versa).5
If these revenue thresholds were not met, German merger control did not
apply. Unlike in the United States, transactions falling below the applicable
thresholds can also not be reviewed or challenged by the FCO or any third party
on competition law grounds.
III.

The new size-of-transaction test

Under the new test introduced in Section 35(1a) ARC by the 9 th
Amendment to the ARC, transactions not meeting the revenue based test require
merger notification in Germany if the following elements are present:
(i)

the combined worldwide revenues of all undertakings involved in
the transaction exceeded EUR 500 million in the last completed
financial year prior to the transaction;

5

In transactions involving joint ventures, the revenue thresholds of EUR 25 million and EUR 5
these instances, the
domestic effects requirement acts as an additional filter to distinguish transactions requiring
German notification from those that do not. The German competition authority, the Federal
Cartel Office (FCO), published a guidance notice on domestic effects in 2014 and also prepared
a non-binding English convenience translation that is available at
www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Publikation/EN/Merkblaetter/Leaflet%20%20Guidance%20document%20domestic% 20effects%202014.pdf?_blob=
publicationFile&v=2.
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(ii)

the German revenues of one undertaking exceeded EUR 25
million, but neither the target nor any other undertaking involved
in the .transaction had German revenues of more than EUR 5
million (always in the last completed financial year prior to the
transaction);

(iii)

the value of the consideration6 for the transaction exceeds EUR
400 million; and

(iv)

the undertaking to be acquired is active in Germany to a
considerable extent.7

Transactions triggering the new size-of-transaction test cannot benefit
8

de minimis

9

.

The first two prongs of the new test are identical to the first two prongs of
the existing revenue based test. Prongs (iii) and (iv) of the test are new. They
raise several important questions of interpretation that are only partially addressed
by the 9th Amendment and the legislative background materials.10 Members of
guidance notice on the new test.11 In the meantime, if doubts arise as to whether
or not a transaction triggers a German filing under the new test, the prudent

6

der Wert der Gegenleistung
in erheblichem Umfang im Inland tätig ist.
8
Under the small target exemption (Section 35(2) first sentence of the ARC), transactions
triggering the revenue based threshold test (Section 35(1) ARC) do not have to be notified if the
combined worldwide revenues of the target and the seller are below EUR 10 million.
9
Under the de minimis market privilege (Section 36(2) no. 2 ARC, as amended by the 9 th
Amendment to the ARC), transactions triggering the revenue based threshold test (Section 35(1)
ARC) cannot be prohibited if they significantly impede effective competition only on one or
more markets that have been existing for more than five years and involve industry-wide
revenues in Germany of less than EUR 15 million.
10
Deutscher Bundestag, Drucksache 18/10207 of 7 November 2016, pages 70 et seq., which are
available here: http://dipbt.bundestag.de/doc/btd/18/102/1810207.pdf.
11
y will closely coordinate with the
Austrian competition authority regarding the interpretation of the size-of-transaction test, given
that Austria has recently enacted a similar test.
7
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in the period since the 9th Amendment became effective suggests that they are in a
position to provide guidance fairly quickly and efficiently.
IV.

EUR 400 million -- determining the value of the consideration

The third prong of the new test requires merging parties to determine the
value of the consideration, which must exceed EUR 400 million for a filing to be
required. By looking at the value of the consideration, the German test differs
conceptually from the size-of-transaction test used in the United States, which
looks at the value of what is being acquired. But it remains to be seen whether
this conceptual difference leads to significant valuation differences in many cases
in practice.
By setting the figure at EUR 400 million, the German legislature tried to
strike a balance between not unduly burdening innovative start-ups and their
requirements of merger control, while ensuring that large transactions of broader
significance to the economy will be subject to merger control. The figure of EUR
400 million is necessarily somewhat arbitrary. The legislature acknowledged that
it lacked sufficient data about historical transaction values to predict how many
transactions will meet this threshold.
The newly introduced Section 38(4a) ARC specifies that the value of the
consideration includes (i) the purchase price -- defined as all assets and other
things of value that the seller obtains from the acquirer in the context of the
transaction; and (ii) the value of any debt assumed by the acquirer.
The legislative background materials12 specify that the purchase price, as
defined, includes, for example, monetary payments, the transfer of voting rights in
companies, the transfer of interests in companies and debt instruments, as well as
tangible and intangible assets. Moreover, the legislative materials make clear that
(but not how) the value of earn-out payments and other conditional consideration
12

See footnote 10.
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has to be taken into account, as well as payments made by the acquirer to
compensate the seller for agreeing to a non-compete clause. It is not clear if other
elements that could be included in a transaction agreement have to be included in
the purchase price (as defined), for example if the acquirer agrees to supply the
seller with certain products, or to grant an IP license, or to lend money to the
seller.
The legislative materials13 specify that the parties are generally free to
choose any recognized methodology to establish the value of the consideration as
long as the methodology is based on a going-concern value as opposed to a
liquidation value.
It is not clear from the ARC or the legislative materials14 whether the
value of the consideration has to be assessed as per the date of signing of the
transaction agreement or the date of closing. Given that the value determines the
need to file before closing, it would seem more useful to look at value as of the
date of signing the transaction agreement. However, if the transaction agreement
includes a formula or other arrangement that requires some element of the
purchase price to be established on or after the closing date, this can pose
practical difficulties.
As regards assumed debt, the new Section 38(4a) ARC does not further
characterize the type of debt that has to be added to the purchase price in order to
calculate the total value of the consideration. The legislative materials15 introduce
some confusion by discussing mainly debt of the seller that the acquirer assumes,
while the legislative material is silent about debt of the target itself. Moreover, it
also debt owed to suppliers in the ordinary course of business, contingent debt
linked to pension obligations and other types of financial obligations. Normally,
the latter type of debt is already reflected in the going concern value of a
13

See footnote 10.
See footnote 10.
15
See footnote 10.
14
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company. Overall, it appears that the treatment of debt under the new size-oftransaction test in Germany may significantly differ from the treatment of debt
under the relevant thresholds of the HSR regime in the United States.
If the value is clearly above or clearly below EUR 400 million, these
questions can be left open in practice, but they may swing the balance in some
cases.
V.

Specific local nexus requirement: significant activity of the
target in Germany

The fourth prong of the new size-of-transaction test introduces a specific

A.

Not the same as the

This specific local nexus requirement was enacted even though the ARC
already includes a general clause in Section 185(2) ARC that states that the
leads to
(appreciable) effects in Germany. Visibly, it was important to the legislature not
to rely on this general domestic effects test as the filter to determine if a
transaction has a sufficient German nexus in the context of the size-of-transaction
threshold test. Arguably, the new specific local nexus requirement sets a higher
bar than the general domestic effects requirement.16
B.
The legislative materials17 state that the local nexus requirement has to be
interpreted flexibly depending on the specific circumstances of each case, and

16

The legislative materials (see footnote 10) state that the general domestic effects test of Section
185(2) ARC also applies in the context of the size-of-transaction test. But it is not clear if
Section 185(2) ARC can be of independent relevance in this context, except possibly in joint
venture scenarios.
17
See footnote 10.
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notably in light of the industry in question and the state of development of the
revenues, assets or market share can be a relevant factor when applying the test in
a specific case, but no specific threshold values can be established.
The size-of-transaction test primarily aims to capture transactions in the
digital economy where the target offers services without charging the user, or
charging only very small amounts. The example most frequently mentioned is
billion (at closing, the price amounted to USD 22 billion). WhatsApp had several
million users in Germany but generated only very small revenues that fell below
the German revenue-based filing threshold. The legislative materials18 specify
that in the digital economy, the number of monthly active users (in the case of
applications) or unique visitors (in the case of Internet-based offers) located in
in Germany.
The legislative materials19 distinguish these cases from situations in
traditional industries where revenues are an established and recognized indicator
suggest that the target should only be considered to have sufficient German
- thus, if the

activity if t

German revenues are above the threshold set in the existing test of Section 35(1)
ARC. This interpretation of the local nexus requirement is important. It means in
practice that the new size-of-transaction test cannot be met if the target is an
established supplier in a market where activity is commonly measured by looking
at revenues. Only the revenue based threshold test (Section 35(1) ARC) can be
met in these situations.
A critical question therefore is the following: under which circumstances

18
19

See footnote 10.
See footnote 10.
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German revenues below EUR 5 million equate insufficient German activities
under the local nexus requirement of the size-of-transaction test? Does this
depend on the industry that the target is active in, on the specific relevant product
market that the target is active in or on the target itself (or a mix of the three
criteria)?
Assume that the target is a one-product pharmaceutical company that has
just started introducing its product to German physicians with small resulting
German revenues below EUR 5 million. The drug has block-buster potential and
the target is being acquired by a large multi-national pharma company (with
global revenues of more than EUR 500 million, of which more than EUR 25
million in Germany) for a consideration of more than EUR 400 million. This
transaction does not meet the threshold test of Section 35(1) ARC because the
venues are below EUR 5 million, but it meets the first three
prongs of the new size-of-transaction test. The critical question therefore is the
fourth prong of the test, whether the target is active in Germany to a considerable
extent.
One could argue that the pharma industry is an established industry where
the level of activity of pharma companies is commonly measured by looking at
revenues. On this basis, German revenues below EUR 5 million do not represent
sufficient German activities and the new size-of-transaction test is not met. In
contrast, one could argue that revenues are not an appropriate indicator of a
market. This view could lead to the conclusion that the target has sufficient
German activity to require a notification. Or one could even go further and argue
that even if there are existing established suppliers on the relevant product market
in question, the level of activity of a company that is not yet an established player
on that market can never be measured on the basis of revenues for purposes of the
fourth prong of the size-of-transaction test. Again, on this basis, the target could
well have sufficient activities in Germany for purposes of the size-of-transaction
test.
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The legislative materials20 do not resolve this question. They include
statements showing that the situation of the industry overall is relevant in this
context. On the other hand, the legislative materials mention as the reason for
introducing the size-of-transaction test not only the desire to capture transactions
in the digital economy, but also acquisitions of companies conducting research
and development, for example in the pharmaceutical and technology sectors. The
German legislature argued that in all these sectors, companies can achieve
significant competitive relevance (for example, by developing disruptive
innovation) significantly prior to generating meaningful revenues. The legislative
intent to capture transactions in these industries under the new size-of-transaction
test suggests that looking at whether the industry overall is already established
and generally looking at revenues may not be sufficient.
It should also be noted that the legislative materials21 provide somewhat
conflicting guidance for situations where the target has no interaction with
customers based in Germany. The materials state that the German activity must
relate to a market in order to be relevant under the new test, but they also state
that conducting research and development in Germany constitutes a relevant
German activity that can satisfy prong four of the test. This tension in the
legislative materials also means that it cannot clearly be predicted how other
assets located in Germany, such as a logistics center, a production site or a data
center - in all cases assuming no client-facing activity in Germany - will be
treated under prong four of the test.
C.

Determining whether the activities in Germany are sufficiently
significant

Prong four of the test requires the target to be active in Germany to a
considerable extent. Marginal activities in Germany do not meet the test.

20
21

See footnote 10.
See footnote 10.
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The significance of the German activities are not to be established in
rdingly, if a target
conducts 99% of its activities outside Germany, it is still possible to reach the
conclusion that the target is active in Germany to a considerable extent.
The legislative materials22
activity can depend on the total number of German customers the target is seeking
to reach. For the example of a smartphone communications application, the
materials note that if the target offers a general application that could be used by
any smartphone user in Germany, then more than one million monthly active
users of the application are sufficiently significant. However, if the application by
its nature would only be of interest to a smaller set of potential users in Germany,
a lower number of monthly active users can be sufficient. This logic suggests that
services, activities that the target develops with one such customer may
potentially represent sufficient domestic activities under prong four of the size-oftransaction test.
D.

Current activities as opposed to future activities

intended future level of German activity. However, it is not clear whether it is
sufficient to look at the activity at the time of signing of the transaction
agreement. It could be argued that the (expected) level of activity at the time of
closing is relevant. The legislative materials23 state that the current level of
conclusive guidance for a situation where there is insufficient German activity at
the time the transaction agreement is signed so that a filing is not made at that
time. Can an obligation to file arise if sufficient activities are present at the time
of closing? A conservative interpretation of the ARC would support this view,

22
23

See footnote 10.
See footnote 10.
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even though it will lead to significant practical difficulties for merging parties and
should therefore be rejected by the FCO.
VI.

Comment

The introduction of a size-of-transaction threshold in Germany is of high
transactions like Facebook/WhatsApp is an understandable basis on which to
the new test raises difficult questions of interpretation. It is to be hoped that the
FCO will not wait too long before publishing further guidance on the new test and
in the meantime provide practical and balanced advice if consulted on a specific
case.
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